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1 Introduction for M/W Midi Quest owners

 Introduction for Macintosh/Windows Midi Quest
Owners

This introduction was created specifically for those who are already familiar with Midi Quest on the Mac
or Windows. If you are new to Midi Quest or want a refresher, please proceed to the standard 
Introduction chapter. With your existing Midi Quest experience, this one chapter is intended to get you
up and running on the iPad.

MidiQuesti, Midi Quest for the iPad, brings many of the same tools found on Windows and Macintosh to
the iPad. On the iPad, Midi Quest makes maximum use of the available screen space so the larger the
screen you have, the more you will be able to see of the larger editors.

Midi Quest Layout

The Midi Quest screen is divided into three main sections. Section 1 in the upper left is the Studio View.
This is where all of the main editing and organization functions are performed.. Section 2 is is the
Resources View. This where additional SysEx resources that are not part of the SysEx currently being
edited can be accessed. Section 3 is the Status View. It provides MIDI activity monitoring and keyboard
output.
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The Resource and Status Views can easily be added to and removed from the screen as required by
tapping an "X" or using swipes so the entire screen can be dedicated to editing when required.

The Resources View   

The Resource View (#2 in the sample image) contains 3 subviews, all of which are found in the Windows
and Mac versions of Midi Quest: the Patch Zone, Collection, and Library. The displayed views is selected
with the tab at the bottom. 

To toggle the Resource view tap the Resource View icon in the button bar or....

To open the Resource view, edge swipe from the right hand side of the ipad or...

To close the Resource view, perform a left to right swipe in the Resource view.

The Patch Zone

To display the Patch Zone, select "Patch Zone" from the lower tab in the Resources view.

The Patch Zone accesses Sound Quest's online resource of over 180,000 patches. The view is context
sensitive so its contents will change as you switch between instrument modules and the editors in each
module. Remember that while there is a large number of patches, there are many instruments for which
there are none. If you know of a patch resource that Sound Quest can access to add patches to the
Patch Zone, please contact us.

To audition a patch in the Patch Zone, simply click on it. The patch is downloaded from the Patch Zone,
transferred to the instrument and auditioned.

To edit a patch from the Patch Zone, display the patch editor in the edit view then double click on the
patch in the Patch Zone. Midi Quest will move the patch from the Patch Zone into the editor replacing the
current contents of the editor.

To transfer a patch from the Patch Zone into a bank, display the bank editor in the edit view, preselect
the location in the bank where the patch is to be stored and double click on the patch in the Patch Zone.
Midi Quest will transfer the patch from the Patch Zone into the bank, overwriting the current contents.

The Collection

To display the Collection, select "Collection" from the lower tab in the Resources view. The Collection is
essentially the same as a Collection Window in the Mac or Windows version of Midi Quest. The
differences are that the SysEx stored in a Collection can't be edited directly (it must be transferred into
the Set editor) and the Resource Collection can't store full Sets.

The iPad version of Midi Quest supports one multi-use Collection. This Collection stores an unlimited
number of patches and banks from any combination of instruments. Use the Collection as a place to
collect SysEx so that it is generally accessible or to transfer between studio setups.

To send SysEx to the instrument, select an entry in the Collection and press the Put button in the button
bar.
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To transfer SysEx from the Collection into the main editor, first open the appropriate instrument Set in
the Edit View. For example, an M1 Program Bank would need an M1 Set displayed. Double click on the
entry in the Collection and Midi Quest will transfer the SysEx. A bank will replace an existing bank in the
Set. Individual SysEx will replace the corresponding SysEx in the Set.

The Collection creates a Midi Quest 12 compatible Collection (.sqc) file.

The Library

To display the Library, select "Library from the lower tab of the Resources view.

Similar to the Mac and Windows versions of Midi Quest, the Library stores a single type of SysEx. This
view is context sensitive and will automatically change to display the Library for the SysEx currently
being edited. Unlike the Mac and Windows versions, there is only one Library per type of SysEx. Use
the Library to build your sounds for a given instrument.

To audition a patch in the Library, tap it.

To copy a patch to an editor, display the editor in the Edit View and double click on the patch.

To copy a patch to a bank, display the bank in the Edit View, select the location the bank to receive the
patch, and double click on the patch in the librarey. 

The Library creates Midi Quest 12 compatible Library (.sql) files.

The Status View   

The Status View (#3 in the sample image) contains two sub-views, the Monitor View and the Keyboard
View. To toggle between the two views, click in the icon in the upper right corner of the Monitor View
when it is displayed.

To toggle the display state of the Monitor View, tap the Monitor View icon in the icon bar, or...

To display the Monitor View, edge switch up from the bottom of the iPad screen, or...

To hide the monitor View, tap on the "X" at the right hand side of the window or perform a two finger
downwards swipe in the Monitor view.

The Monitor View

The Monitor View shows the same MIDI IN, MIDI OUT and app status information as in the Windows and
Mac versions of Midi Quest.

To scroll through the recorded MIDI and app events, slide your finger over the central display area of the
view.

To switch to the Keyboard View, tap the keyboard icon in the upper right corner of the view
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The Keyboard View

The Keyboard View displays a keyboard which can be used to play/audition notes to the currently
displayed instrument. The keyboard is velocity sensitive where the lower you tap on a note, the greater
the velocity. This is similar to the MIDI Controller window in the Mac and Windows versions.

To switch to the Monitor View, tap the Monitor icon in the upper right corner of the view.

The Studio View   

The Studio View (#1 in the sample image), contains the core of Midi Quest's functionality and is where
the majority of your time will be spent. This where SysEx is loaded from your instruments into Midi
Quest to be backed up, organized, and edited. While you may not recognize it initially, you are looking
at a Midi Quest Collection with a different interface. This Collection is also limited to storing Sets instead
of the mix of Sets, Banks and Patches in the Mac and Windows versions. The files that the iPad version
of Midi Quest creates are fully compatible with the Mac and Windows versions of Midi Quest 12.

From a SysEx storage perspective, the Mac and Windows versions tend to be focused on creating
individual Sets containing the SysEx for a single instrument. Set files can be loaded and their SysEx
transmitted to the instrument as required. Some may also store banks, individual patches and Sets in a
Collection. The Collection would then hold all of the SysEx required for a given project or performance.

Midi Quest for the iPad takes a different organizational approach. The SysEx for all instruments is
collected and stored in a single file, a Collection. Only one Collection can be loaded into Midi Quest for
iPad at a time. To open a new project (referred to as a Studio), the current project must be closed.
SysEx can also be stored in a Resources area which includes a single Collection file and a Library for
each type of instrument SysEx.

The work flow for the iPad version of Midi Quest is a little different. For most people the Mac/Windows
work flow is similar to this:

1. Select an instrument module in the Studio

2. Request SysEx from the instrument

3. The SysEx is received and displayed in the new window (usually a Set)

4. The SysEx is stored to disk or edited as a Set (.sqs) file

For the iPad version, the work flow is intended to be as follows:

1. Select an instrument module from the list of available modules

2. Midi Quest creates an instrument for that module and adds it to the Studio View

3. Select the instrument and use the "Get" button in the button bar to request the SysEx from the
instrument

4. To save the Collection including the newly loaded SysEx, press the disk button on the button bar and
name if necessary
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5. To edit the loaded SysEx, double tap on the instrument in the Studio

The instrument's editor will appear in the space currently occupied by the Studio view.

All of the options which are required to manage the instruments in the Studio View are provided by the
button bar across the top of the app. While the majority of the buttons apply to the Studio, a couple
provide access to app wide features. The button bar provides the following features:

 Install, add, remove, and manage instrument modules and instruments

 Open a saved Studio which is the SysEx for each installed instrument

 Save the current Studio which is the SysEx for each installed instrument

Standard  Cut,  Copy and  Paste functions for instrument SysEx stored on the
clipboard

 Get and  Put all of the SysEx for the selected instrument

 View/Edit the SysEx for an instrument

 View/Edit the Communication Settings for an instrument

 View the Fast Tips Help for a given instrument or for Midi Quest as a whole

Toggle the display state of the  Resources and 

 Status Views

 All Notes Off panic

 Edit app Preferences
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The Instrument Editor   

The Instrument Editor in Midi Quest for iPad is the same as the Set window in Midi Quest on Mac and
Windows. To open the view, double tap on the instrument image or select the instrument and tap the edit
button in the button bar. This will replace the Studio View with the Instrument View and you will
recognize it as the Set editor.

Midi Quest actually has two type of editors, custom and standard editors. The majority of Sound Quest's
editors are standard editors with a left strip containing a list of the SysEx components available to select
for editing. The majority of custom editors have been created by Psicraft. These editors are fully
integrated with the management and selection of the various components being part of the interface
itself. Sound Quest's Kronos and OASYS editors are examples of custom editors.

In both cases, the interface operates almost identically to the Mac and Windows versions. Along with
parameter editing, the additional functions are found in the pop-up menu. The menu is displayed by
single tapping two fingers in the view.

In standard editors, to return to the instrument single tap on the back '<' button (the first button in the Set
view's button bar). In custom editors, display the pop-up menu by two finger tapping in the editor. Select
"Back", the first option in the menu.

About Menus

Midi Quest for iPad provides many of its options through pop-up menus. As described above, a view's
pop-up menu is displayed by single tapping with two fingers. A major different between the iPad and the
Mac/Windows version is how menus are displayed. In the Mac/Windows version, all available menu
options are displayed and any options not available at the given time are disabled. With the iPad, only
those options which can be executed immediately are displayed. If a given criteria to perform a function
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is not met, the menu option is not displayed.

Additional Notes

The next section will take you through a basic "Getting Started" tutorial for Midi Quest owners. This
should get you up and running with Midi Quest on the iPad.
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2 Getting Started for M/W Midi Quest owners

 Getting Started for Macintosh/Windows Midi Quest
Owners

This tutorial is for people who already have experience with Midi Quest either on a Mac or Windows
system. The intention is to provide the steps to get started without including as much explanation about
why the app is doing what it is doing.

1. Start by tapping MidiQuesti to run the app.

2. Tap the '+' button on the button bar. This will display a list of instrument modules available for
download from Sound Quest's web site.

3. Select an instrument module to install and press the OK button

4. Midi Quest will download the instrument module and install it.

5. If the instrument supports multiple memory configurations, a list is displayed prompting you to select
the desired configuration. In the case of the Kronos, there is a single configuration but here is an
example from the Alesis QS series of the list of options. It will be different for every device.
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6. Midi Quest creates an instrument in the Studio 

7. Repeat steps 2 through 6, if desired, to install additional instrument modules and create instruments.
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This step can also be performed at a later time.

8. Similar to Mac and Windows, the instrument now needs to be configured with the correct information
so that it can correctly communicate with the MIDI hardware. Select the instrument in the Studio View
so that it is highlighted and tap the Settings button.

9. This displays the Settings dialog. Assign the MIDI IN and MIDI OUT Ports. Set the SysEx channel if
the MIDI hardware uses one and set the MIDI channel that the instrument is using for communication.
(Note: it was not possible to have the Kronos connected to the iPad and perform a screen capture at the
same time. If it were, there would be an additional pair of MIDI IN and MIDI OUT ports for the Kronos and
these ports would be selected in the dialog.)

10. Tap the OK button to accept the changes.

11. Tap the instrument module to select it then tap the Get button to load all of the SysEx components
in to Midi Quest. This will display the familiar MIDI Receive window which tracks the progress of the
SysEx as it is received.
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12. To optionally save the received SysEx, tap the disk button and use the dialog to name the SysEx if
required.
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13. Once the SysEx has been saved, double tap the instrument image to open the instrument editor and
begin editing.
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14. A two finger tap on a position not containing a control will display the view's context sensitive pop-up
menu.
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Use the back entry to return to the Instrument View. From there you can repeat the process to install
additional instrument modules and save SysEx as required.

For standard instrument editors, the first button in the Instrument editor's button bar is the back button.
Tap it to close the Instrument editor and return to the Studio view.
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3 The Cheat Sheet

 The Cheat Sheet

The Cheat Sheet is your one stop location for controlling Midi Quest's iPad interface using gestures.

Resources View   

Swipe right to left at the right edge of the screen to display the view

Swipe left to right in the Resources View to hide the view

Tap the 'X' in the lower right corner to hide the Resources view

Use the tab to select the from the Patch Zone, Collection, and Library

The Patch Zone

tap any patch to audition it to the MIDI device

double tap to copy a patch to the editor (the editor must be displayed)

double tap to copy a patch to the bank editor (the bank must be displayed with an entry
selected)

The Collection

tap to select an entry

double tap to copy the selected patch into the Set (the correct instrument must be displayed)

double tap to copy the selected bank into the Set (the correct instrument must be displayed)

The Library

tap any patch to audition it to the MIDI device

double tap to copy a patch to the editor (the editor must be displayed)

double tap to copy a patch to the bank editor (the bank must be displayed with an entry
selected)

Status View   

Swipe up at the bottom edge of the screen to display the view

Swipe down with two fingers to hide the view

Tap the "X" on the right hand side of the view to hide the view
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Tap the icon in the upper right to swap between the Status View and the Keyboard view

The Keyboard

tap any note on the keyboard to play that note

The Monitor

hold the finger over the text in the scroll area and drag up and down to scroll the text up and
down

The Studio View   

Tap to select an instrument module

Double tap to open the Instrument Editor and view of modify the SysEx

The Instrument Editor View   

For standard editors, the Instrument Set View is divided into two parts, the left strip lists the SysEx
components. The right half shows the editor for the selected SysEx component.

Swipe right to left with 2 fingers in the left column component list to remove the list (and provide more
space for the editor)

Swipe left to right at the left edge of the screen to display the component list (assuming it has been
removed)

For custom editors, the Instrument Set View shows the entire editor and navigation between the editors
for the SysEx components is managed within the editor itself.

A two finger pinch or expand will expand or shrink the display size of the editor. Custom editors can be
expanded to fit the available space or shrunk back to a 1:1 ratio. If an editor can't be displayed at a 1:1
ratio in the available space, Midi Quest will automatically shrink it to fit. However, there is no way to
manually shrink an editor to smaller than 1:1.

The Editor View   

A two finger pinch or expand will expand or shrink the display size of a patch editor. Standard patch
editors can expand to 3x their standard size and shrunk until they fit in the display space. 

A two finger drag in a standard patch editor will move the position of the editor in the view if the editor is
larger than the size of the view
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4 The Studio Button Bar

 The Studio Button Bar   

 The Add button manages the contents of the Studio

 The Open button opens a saved Studio, replacing the current Studio contents

 The Save button saves the current Studio with a new name

 The Cut button removes the selected Instrument module from the Studio and places it on the
clipboard

 The Copy button makes a copy of the selected instrument module and places it on the clipboard

 The Paste button copies the instrument module on the clipboard and adds the copy to the Studio

 The Put button sends a SysEx from the selected instrument module to the MIDI hardware

 The Edit button opens the editor for the selected instrument

 The Get button transfers SysEx from the MIDI hardware to the selected instrument module

 The Settings button opens a dialog to assign the communication parameters for the selected
instrument module

 The Fast Tips button opens the Fast Tips help for the selected instrument module

 The Help button opens Midi Quest's online manual

 The Purchase button is used to purchase the selected instrument module for full program
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functionality or to activate the librarian / bank editor.

 The Global button opens the Preferences dialog to assign options with affect the operation of Midi
Quest.

 The Status View button toggles display of the Status View in the bottom part of the screen

 The Resources View button toggles display of the the Resources View in the right hand side of
the screen (for Midi Quest only)

 The Panic button outputs note off events on all MIDI channels for all MIDI OUT ports in the event
of a stuck MIDI note

If the iPad is held vertically or large icons (default) are used with an iPad that has a 1024 x 768 screen
resolution, all of the buttons may not be visible. In this case, it is possible to get a list of all commands
by two finger tapping on the button bar and selecting the desired command from the list. This applies to
all button bars in Midi Quest.
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4.1 Add

 Add (Studio Button Bar)   

Tap the Add button to display a menu of options for managing the contents of the Studio.

Install Instrument... - use a dialog to select an instrument module to install from Sound Quest's servers

Add Instrument... - add an instrument to the Studio from the list of already installed instrument modules

Add All - adds an instrument to the Studio for every instrument module currently installed in Midi Quest

Clear - removes the selected instrument module

New... - removes all instruments from the Studio
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4.2 Open

 Open (Studio Button Bar)   

Tap the Open button to display a pop-up menu listing the Studio SysEx files you have already created. 

Selecting an item from the list will close the current Studio and replace it with the newly selected Studio.
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4.3 Save

 Save (Studio Button Bar)   

Tap the Save button to save the all of the SysEx stored in each of the instrument modules in the Studio
window with a single name. 

Selecting this option displays a dialog where the Studio can be named along with a list of existing Studio
files. Tap the OK button to save the Studio and close the Dialog.

Note: For those familiar with the Mac and Windows versions of Midi Quest, a Studio files is a Midi Quest
Collection containing instrument Sets. The files have an .sqc extension and are fully compatible with Midi
Quest 12. 
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4.4 Cut

 Cut (Studio Button Bar)   

Tap the Cut button to remove the currently selected instrument SysEx from the Studio and place it on
the Studio clipboard.

This option is disabled if no instrument module is selected.
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4.5 Copy

 Copy (Studio Button Bar)   

Tap the Copy button to copy the currently selected instrument SysEx in the Studio and place the copy
on the clipboard.

This option is disabled if no instrument module is selected.
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4.6 Paste

 Paste (Studio Button Bar)   

Tap the Paste button to copy the instrument SysEx on the clipboard and add the copy to the Studio.

This option is disabled if no instrument SysEx has been copied to the Studio clipboard.
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4.7 Put

 Put (Studio Button Bar)   

Tap the Put button to transmit the SysEx in the currently selected instrument to the instrument
hardware. 

Only the component SysEx that is defined is transmitted. During transmission, the "MIDI Transmit
Status" view is displayed so that progress can be monitored.

This option is disabled if no instrument module is selected or if the selected instrument has no valid
SysEx stored in it.
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4.8 Edit

 Edit (Studio Button Bar)   

Tap the Edit button to open the instrument editor for the currently selected instrument SysEx.

Double tapping on an instrument module performs the same operation. The instrument module view is
replaced with the editor for the selected instrument module.

This option is disabled if no instrument module is selected.

See the Instrument Editor chapter for more information.

For MidiQuestLibrariani, only bank editors are available.
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4.9 Get

 Get (Studio Button Bar)   

Tap the Get button to request the SysEx from the hardware and store it in the currently selected
instrument in Midi Quest.

The SysEx that is requested will depend on the memory configuration selected when the instrument
module was added to the Studio. Some instrument modules have only one configuration. In this case, all
of the SysEx is transferred from the instrument to Midi Quest. In other cases, there will be multiple
configurations. When it is possible to have multiple memory configurations of a given instrument, there
will also typically be options when the instrument has both RAM and ROM SysEx which can be loaded
from the instrument. In this case, the "Default Set" will create components for only the RAM portion of
the instrument. The will also typically be one or more configurations to load ROM SysEx as well.

The description above is very standardized and there will frequently be variations based on the
capabilities of the instrument. For example, some instruments do not support SysEx requests. In these
cases, when Midi Quest shows that it is requesting a given type of SysEx from the instrument, you must
actually trigger the SysEx dump from that instrument yourself. In cases such as these, the instrument
specific Fast Tips will contain instructions on how to manually transmit the SysEx from the instrument.

While Midi Quest is retrieving SysEx from an instrument, the "MIDI Receive Status" view is displayed to
show the progress of incoming SysEx.

This option is disabled if no instrument is selected.
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4.10 Settings

 Settings (Studio Button Bar)   

Tap the Settings button to display the Settings dialog. Here the basic communication properties of the
currently selected instrument module are assigned.

These properties must be correctly assigned in order for Midi Quest to successfully communicate with
MIDI hardware. There are typically four and as many as five parameters which must be configured.

This option is disabled if no instrument is selected.

The Settings Dialog

The port and channel settings on the MIDI Setup page are critical for the correct transfer of the SysEx
between the computer and the instrument and must be set correctly.

MIDI IN Ports: this list displays all open MIDI IN Ports currently connected to the iPad including
physically connected, Bluetooth, virtual, and network MIDI ports. Select the port to which the MIDI OUT
cable of the instrument is currently connected. If this menu is empty, the app will not be able to
communicate properly with any of your instruments. Please read Port Out below for additional
information on MIDI Port problems.
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For virtual MIDI ports, the connection is obviously virtual and allows MIDI events to be sent from the
application that created the port directly to Midi Quest.

For bluetooth MIDI ports, MIDI events are transferred wirelessly, these ports will only appear in the list if
they have been activated in another MIDI application or but pressing the "Configure Bluetooth MIDI"
button in the Preferences dialog.

Midi Quest supports the one default MIDI Network Session defined by the iPad called "Network Session
1". Use Audio MIDI Setup on the Mac or ftpMIDI on Windows to connect the iPad version of Midi Quest
to MIDI ports or application(s) on the computer. For more information on connecting to MIDI hardware
connected to a Mac or Windows computer, please see Connecting to MIDI Ports on Another
Computer below.

MIDI OUT Ports: this list displays all open MIDI OUT Ports currently connected to the iPad including
physically connected, Bluetooth, virtual, and network MIDI ports. Select the port to which the MIDI IN
cable of the instrument is currently connected. If this menu does not list any ports, the app will not be
able to communicate with any of your instruments. The typical cause is that no compatible MIDI
interfaces are connected to the iPad.

For virtual MIDI ports, the connection is obviously virtual and allows MIDI events to be sent from for Midi
Quest to the application that created the port.

For bluetooth MIDI ports, MIDI events are transferred wirelessly, these ports will only appear in the list if
they have been activated in another MIDI application or but pressing the "Configure Bluetooth MIDI"
button in the Preferences dialog.

Midi Quest supports the one default MIDI Network Session defined by the iPad called "Network Session
1". Use Audio MIDI Setup on the Mac or ftpMIDI on Windows to connect the iPad version of Midi Quest
to MIDI ports or application(s) on the computer. For more information on connecting to MIDI hardware
connected to a Mac or Windows computer, please see Connecting to MIDI Ports on Another
Computer below.

SysEx Channel: the SysEx Channel is the channel that the instrument uses to communicate SysEx
on. This channel MUST match the channel that the instrument is using or nothing will happen because
the instrument will ignore the messages sent by the computer! The SysEx Channel is not always the
MIDI channel but may be. On some older instruments this channel is not used at all. Please check the
instrument module's Fast Tips for information on how to correctly set the SysEx Channel.

MIDI Channel: the MIDI Channel should be set to match the basic MIDI channel of the instrument. The
MIDI Channel is used largely for auditioning purposes and should match the instrument so that
auditioning from Banks and Editors can be heard. This channel should be set correctly since a small
number of instruments use it while transferring SysEx.

For Roland multi-part equipment, the MIDI channel used should be the same as that for part #1 of the
instrument.
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Custom #: the Custom # can be used to control a range of behaviors in Midi Quest as documented in
the instrument module's Fast Tips. However, it is only used when absolutely necessary.

Connecting to MIDI Ports on Another Computer

Using Network Session 1 MIDI ports: if the iPad is connected to the same network as a Mac
computer, it will be able to send and receive MIDI messages using the MIDI IN and OUT ports titled
"Network Session 1". 

On a Mac, "Network Session 1" ports can be connected to any MIDI interface on that computer using
the Audio Midi Setup application. Type "Audio Midi Setup" into Spotlight and run the application. If the
MIDI Setup windows doesn't appear, from the menus choose "Windows / Show MIDI Studio" to display
it. 

Find and double click on "Network" to display the network settings. 
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In the "MIDI Network Setup" window under "My Sessions", ensure that "Session 1" is checked and
selected. In the lower left, select the iPad from the "Directory" listing and press the "Connect" button.
Then in the lower right of the window beside "Live Routings", select the MIDI ports which are connected
to the MIDI device that Midi Quest is to access. In Midi Quest, the instrument module's MIDI IN and MIDI
OUT port assignments are set to "Network Session 1".

Once properly configured, Midi Quest will be able to transfer SysEx to and from the instrument even
though it is connected to another computer.

Using USB over MIDI: if it is necessary to connect to more than a pair of MIDI ports on another
computer, the best solution is to use one of the MIDI over USB options that are available for the iPad.
Each of these three alternatives transfers MIDI between the iPad and a Mac or Windows computer using
the standard 30 pin or lightning USB cable with very low latency.

The three alternatives are MIDImux (midimux.com), MIDI LE (http://www.s-r-n.de/midile/), and Music IO
(http://musicioapp.com/). All three systems work with both Mac and Windows systems with the first two
options being free. Each of the systems works on a client / server concept where the computer acts as
the server of MIDI ports and the iPad is a client. At present, Sound Quest has the most experience with
MIDImux which is extremely easy to use. Download, install, and run the server on the computer, connect
the iPad to the computer, install MIDImux from the App Store, and run it. For each MIDI port on the host
computer, MIDImux will create a duplicate virtual MIDI port on the iPad. Any MIDI app, including Midi
Quest, can connect to these ports and receive and send MIDI messages including SysEx to any of the
MIDI ports on the host computer with extremely low latency.
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4.11 Fast Tips

 Fast Tips (Studio Button Bar)   

Tap the Fast Tips button to display the Fast Tips information for the currently selected instrument.

For most instrument modules Fast Tips information is stored in .rtf format and occasionally in .pdf
format. In order to display the Fast Tips, you will need to have an app installed that is capable of opening
and displaying these files. If you don't currently have a compatible app, Sound Quest recommends
installing Adobe's Acrobat. It is capable of displaying files in both .pdf and .doc formats and can be
downloaded for free from Apple's App Store.

Fast Tips are available for most instrument modules. They provide device specific information on how to
set up an instrument to receive and transmit SysEx as well as any special information, warnings, and
tricks which are relevant to that instrument. The file will often include information on:

how to enable SysEx transmissions for the device
the name of the parameter equivalent to Sound Quest's "SysEx Channel"
requirements for successful communication between the instrument and program
what type of SysEx the component stores
the range and purpose of the custom parameter if it is used
any known problems with the instrument's ROMs
if there are problems, what minimum ROM version should be used (if possible)

This option is disabled if no instrument is selected.

Following is an example of the Korg Kronos Fast Tips...
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4.12 Help

 Help (Studio Button Bar)   

Tap the Help button to display a pop-up menu of help and online options to select from:

Online manual - opens the latest release of the Midi Quest for iPad online manual in the browser

PDF manual - opens a PDF version of the Midi Quest for iPad manual in whatever app is currently
assigned to displaying pdf files

Sound Quest Web Site - opens the Sound Quest web site in the browser

Youtube Videos - opens the browser to Sound Quest Youtube channel page
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4.13 Purchase

 Purchase (Studio Button Bar)   

Tap the Purchase button to either purchase the currently selected instrument module.

While the Midi Quest for iPad app can be freely downloaded, the majority of the app operates in a demo
mode until individual instrument modules are purchased. Purchase of a specific instrument module
enables all functionality for that specific piece of MIDI hardware including the librarian, along with all bank
editors and patch editors. All of the functionality available for that specific instrument is activated.

The operation of the Purchase button will vary depending on the capabilities of the selected instrument
module and what purchases have already been made in Midi Quest. Following are the various options:

Midi Quest

License all instrument modules
License the currently selected instrument module

Midi Quest Essentials

License all instrument modules
License three instrument modules
License the currently selected instrument module

Midi Quest Librarian

License all Midi Quest instrument modules for Librarian and Bank editing
License all Midi Quest instrument modules for Librarian

If the selected instrument module has already been purchased, this option is disabled otherwise, tapping
the button will present a dialog to verify that you wish to confirm the purchase of the currently selected
instrument editor/librarian. Confirm purchase to proceed.

If Midi Quest instrument modules were purchased on another iPad, they can be activated on a different
iPad by tapping the Refresh Purchases button in Preferences.
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4.14 Preferences

 Global Preferences (Studio Button Bar)  

 

Tap the Global button to open the Global Preferences dialog to assign global app options.

The Global Preferences Dialog

Use Parent/Child Relations

When checked, Bank editing utilizes sophisticated parent/child information to ensure that these
relationships are maintained when patches are moved within a bank;.

Default: On
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Available in: MidiQuesti

Receive Manual Bulk Dumps and Create New SysEx

When enabled, any SysEx bulk dumps received by Midi Quest are automatically opened into an editor, if
there is one available. This option is ideal for working with older instruments which do not have bulk dump
requests. Go to the instrument, trigger a dump, and Midi Quest will automatically add the appropriate
instrument to the Studio and store the SysEx.

For this feature to work, the instrument module must already be installed in Midi Quest.

Default: On

Available in: Midi Quest, Midi Quest Essentials, Midi Quest Librarian

Synchronization

Check this option to enable program wide support for Synchronization on a per instrument basis.

For more information on Synchronization, please see the Set chapter.

Available in: Midi Quest

MIDI Thru

When enabled, Midi Quest takes all non-SysEx MIDI events received from any MIDI IN Port, and sends
them to the MIDI OUT port assigned to the current selected instrument in the Studio. This allows any
controller to be used to audition a patch under development or play a patch auditioned from a bank.

Default: On

Available in: Midi Quest, Midi Quest Essentials, Midi Quest Librarian

Bank Audition

Bank Audition controls auditioning of patches from Bank Editors. When enabled, tapping a Patch in a
Bank will automatically "audition" that Patch to the instrument. This provides the quickest and easiest
way to try out various Patches determine which one is best suited to the current piece of music.

"Auditioning" is defined as transferring a patch from Midi Quest to the instrument's edit buffer, if the
instrument has an edit buffer. If the instrument doesn't have an edit buffer, Midi Quest transfers the patch
to a specific memory location in the instrument then selects that location with a patch change
command. When patch changes are involved, the instrument's MIDI channel must be set correctly or the
instrument may ignore the command and auditioning will not work as expected.

note: auditioning is available in almost all bank editors, however there are exceptions where it is not
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possible. This can occur with very old instruments where the instrument's SysEx transfer options are
extremely limited.

Default: On

Available in: Midi Quest, Midi Quest Essentials, Midi Quest Librarian

Audition with Chord

Audition with Chord works in conjunction with the Bank Audition setting above. When enabled, after a
patch is sent to the instrument, a C chord is played so that the patch can be heard. When disabled, only
the SysEx is transmitted to the instrument and creating sound to hear the patch is left to a sequencer or
performance with another controller.

Default: On

Available in: Midi Quest, Midi Quest Essentials, Midi Quest Librarian

Left/Right or Up/Down Parameter Editing

This parameter controls whether grab and drop mouse editing operates in a left/right or up/down
direction.

If the switch is on, up/down editing is used. To edit a numeric or string list control, tap the parameter,
slide your finger up or down to change the value of the parameter, and release.

If the switch is off, left/right editing is used. To edit a numeric or string list control, tap the parameter,
slide your finger left or right to change the value of the parameter, and release.

Default: up/down (On)

Available in: Midi Quest, Midi Quest Essentials, Midi Quest Librarian

Left Hand Touch

When enabled, Midi Quest will make small adjustments in its placement of pop-ups on the assumption
that the left hand is being used to control the software instead of the right hand.

Default: Off

Available in: Midi Quest

Auto Discard Patch Edits on New Patch to Edit

When enabled, Midi Quest will automatically discard any edits made to a patch when a different patch is
sent to the editor. By default, when a new patch is received by an editor, the patch currently being edited
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from a RAM bank is automatically stored back to the bank.

Patches being edited from a ROM bank are not covered by this control. Edits made to a patch from a
ROM bank must be manually stored to a RAM bank, Library or Collection before another patch is
selected for editing. Failure to do so will result in the loss of the edits.

Default: Off

Available in: Midi Quest, Midi Quest Essentials

Delay between SysEx Messages

Under normal conditions, it should not be necessary to use this parameter and it should stay set to 0.
However, if you are using a very fast iPad with older instruments, it may be necessary to make
adjustments in order to properly transfer SysEx.

Why is this the case? Instrument modules are normally created and tested around the time of that
instrument's release. As computer speeds increase, they are capable of sending individual MIDI bytes
closer together. In some cases, current computers are able to pack the SysEx so densely that older
instruments are no longer capable of receiving it. This parameter allows Midi Quest to be optimized in a
global fashion to deal with this issue.

If is important to remember that a change to this parameter does not take effect until Midi Quest is
restarted

Midi Quest always delays 80 milliseconds between each SysEx transmission and if, during
development, we find a longer delay is necessary, that delay is incorporated into the module's design. In
the case where your iPad is sending the SysEx too quickly for the receiving MIDI device, an additional
delay can be added here. The delay amount is in milliseconds.

Default: 0

Available in: Midi Quest, Midi Quest Essentials, Midi Quest Librarian

Configure Bluetooth MIDI

If Bluetooth enabled MIDI ports are being used with the iPad and they have not yet been recognized, tap
the "Configure Bluetooth MIDI" button to open a pop-up which is used configure these MIDI ports.

Update All Installed Instrument Modules

From time to time, Sound Quest will update instrument modules to add features or make other
improvements. To ensure that the latest instrument modules are installed, tap "Update All Installed
Instrument Modules".

The process may take some time to complete depending on the number and size of installed instrument
modules.
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Refresh Purchases

Press this button to download the list of items purchased in Midi Quest from the App Store. This option
is critical if Midi Quest is ever deleted from an iPad or installed on a different iPad. It provides access to
any items purchased inside Midi Quest including instrument modules. Refreshing the list of items
purchased does not automatically download and install the associated instrument modules, this must be
done separately.
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4.15 Status View

 Status View (Studio Button Bar)  

 

Tap the Status View button to toggle the display state of the Status View.

The Status View includes two possible sub-views: the Monitor View and the Keyboard View.

The Monitor View shows MIDI events being sent from and to Midi Quest. It also displays program
feedback and errors messages which aren't displayed directly as they would interfere with program flow.

The Keyboard View shows a keyboard which can be used to generate MIDI note on and note off events.

If the Status View is closed, it can also be opened by edge sliding a finger up from the bottom edge of
the screen.

If the Status View is open, it can be closed by performing a two finger down swipe in the view.

See the Status view for more information
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Available in: all Midi Quest versions
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4.16 Resources View

 Resources View (Studio Button Bar)  

 

Tap the Resources View button to toggle the display state of the Resources View.

When visible, the Resources View uses the right third of the screen. It displays one of three available
resource tools: Patch Zone, Collection, and Library. The current view is selected using the tab along the
bottom.

If the Resources View is closed, it can also be opened by edge sliding a finger left to right from the right
edge of the screen.

If the Resources View is open, it can be closed by performing a single finger left to right swipe in the view
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or by tapping the "X" in the lower right corner of the view.

See the Resources view for more information.

Available in: Midi Quest
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4.17 Panic

 Panic (Studio Button Bar)   

Tap the Panic button to send All Notes Off MIDI events to all connected MIDI OUT ports.

This function is used to turn off any stuck notes resulting from a communication errors in the MIDI
system. It is there, just in case of an emergency.
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5 Introduction

5.1 About Midi Quest

 Introduction    

About Midi Quest

Before getting into Midi Quest's features and capabilities, we'd like to describe the problems it was
designed to solve. If you've experienced any of these situations, you'll easily see why Midi Quest is a
welcome addition to your studio.

The Backup Solution

For as long as there have been programmable synthesizers and electronic audio effects, musicians and
engineers have dedicated great amounts of time to the creation of new sounds. Buttons are pressed and
knobs are spun for many a long hour before the final results are stored into program memory with a
decisive press of the Save key.

Most of us believe that the memory in our gear is eternal - At least until the RAM battery runs out, the
instrument requires service, or is even stolen. That's when the sense of security is replaced with a whole
lot of regret. It's a simple fact that most users of MIDI equipment would happily back up all of those
sounds if it was easy and safe. Anyone who has performed a MIDI dump to a sequencer can vouch for
the fact that it's not always a straightforward task and can result in corrupted patches and lost SysEx if
not done properly. More often than not, those SysEx backup chores get put off and delayed until disaster
strikes and it's simply too late.

Midi Quest is will back up your sounds quickly and easily: No confusion - just secure storage on
your computer's hard drive that you can access anytime.

The Editing Solution

Take a good look at the programmable instruments and effects you own and ask yourself this question: 
Am I getting the power I paid for? The factory patches that came with your gear sound great, but how
many of your own do you actually use?

Here’s a common trap that many users of MIDI gear fall into: They know there are thousands of untapped
sounds in each instrument they own, but never seem to get around to experimenting, tweaking or
designing anything new. Eventually, they either become resigned to the factory sounds or trade up to
more expensive gear with newer sounds to choose from. Either way, they’re still stuck with canned
sounds that sound generic and aren't exactly what they need.

Why does this happen? The answer is simple. Manually editing and managing MIDI patches is tedious
and exacting work. Small LCD displays and awkward panel buttons aside, programmers also need to
know where every parameter menu is and what each multifunction key does for every product they own.
Many users just write the whole job off as too much effort and just settle for the factory patches.

You bought your equipment to make music: Why be distracted punching through menus and rereading
manuals when it's often more trouble than it's worth?

Midi Quest's Editor Window gives you direct visual access to every accessible parameter of
your instrument's sound. Programming sounds is now easier and much more intuitive.
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The Management Solution

As instruments and effects are put to work over the years, their memory banks fill up with sounds
developed for all the projects they have been used on. Sooner or later, there comes a time when you are
no longer sure which sound is a factory patch, which sounds are subtle variations, and which are entirely
new creations that might be needed in the future.

Have you ever overwritten what you thought was an unused patch only to later find out that it was
actually vital to some song or sequence in your archive? Most of us have, and the results can be pretty
embarrassing when the newer patch is unexpectedly sounded in a key performance. To make matters
even more confusing, many keyboards build their multi-timbral patches or performances with single
patches that use smaller sounds such as tones or voices: These multi-component sounds rely on their
dependent patches and tones in order to work, which makes finding a clear memory slot for any new
sound as risky and nerve-wracking as choosing a camping spot in the middle of a mine field!

One practical solution to this situation is to attempt house-cleaning your device's memory to sort out the
sounds. Unfortunately, this is like trying to organize a closet from the inside with the door closed: It's
very cramped and confusing inside an instrument's program memory and you risk erasing valuable
sounds and mangling your patch assignments if you make the slightest mistake along the way. It's easy
to see why some users simply buy new gear when their current instrument's program memory gets full
enough to worry about!

Midi Quest's Bank and Set Windows give you complete visual feedback on the layout of your
instrument's internal memory and where your sounds are located. Parent-child relationships
between combination and single sound patches are automatically maintained and displayed,
and visual editing features are only a button-click away.

The "Right Sound" Solution

Finding the right sound when working on a musical project typically consists of stepping through the
factory presets until something usable comes up. Since any given instrument has a fixed memory size,
this means your freedom of choice is limited. Likewise, having to spend more than a minute conducting a
sound search can put a serious damper on your creative process and costs you time that could be spent
making music instead. How many times have you had to hunt for a specific sound by scrolling through
presets on an LCD panel? The sound you end up using is often just a random, uninspired and limited
compromise compared to what you originally had in mind.

Midi Quest's Library Window lets you create tag searchable sound libraries for every instrument
in your studio. Build and run powerful queries in seconds and instantly audition the results
without any interruptions to your creativity.

This sums up many of the difficulties Midi Quest was created to handle. In the next section you'll learn
how Midi Quest actually solves these problems.
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5.2 How Midi Quest Works - A Quick Tour

 Introduction    

How Midi Quest Works - A Quick Tour
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Midi Quest is a studio appl that allows you to edit, store and manage the SysEx from the gear in your
studio from the comfort of your iPad. In addition to having the most extensive editor/librarian features,
Midi Quest currently works with over 750 different MIDI devices, spanning such vintage products as the
Roland D-50, Yamaha DX-7 and SPX-90 to the very latest synths and effects units from today's top
hardware manufacturers. This list is constantly expanding as Sound Quest develops and releases new
instrument modules, which are available for download for the latest version of Midi Quest from http://
www.squest.com. Expandability is never an issue with Midi Quest since you're free to add and remove
instrument modules as your studio grows and evolves.

In-Place Editing

Getting the most from Midi Quest requires a few adjustments in how you relate to your hardware
instruments. In the past you have no doubt worked entirely "in-place" within the confines of your
instrument's internal memory, which means permanently overwriting an existing sound before being
allowed to listen to another.

With Midi Quest, in-place editing is a thing of the past. Instead, you upload your instrument's memory
contents to your iPad, where it can be safely backed up. Then you are free to edit, audition, step
between sounds, reorganize your banks and create sound libraries with complete security and ease. You
are never forced to erase useful sounds to make room for new ones with Midi Quest. Look at your
computer's hard drive as a virtually unlimited memory bank for the instruments in your studio. Once you
have adjusted to this way of thinking you'll realize how limited in-place editing is, and you'll never want to
go back. Your instrument's internal memory is still useful, of course. Whenever you perform away from
your studio computer (at live gigs for example), all of the hardware-based storage within your instruments
will still perform its duties; only now this memory will be optimally organized with the best sounds in your
arsenal (not to mention it will be fully backed up on your studio computer's hard drive). You'll get the
most from your gear and never worry about lost SysEx and erased patches ever again.

Managing the SysEx from an Instrument as an Instrument

Each individual instrument has a specific and often unique memory structure. Midi Quest's goal is to
manage all of the parts of that memory structure and the relationships between them. From a SysEx
perspective, your hardware instrument becomes a virtual instrument in Midi Quest. For example, a
simple effects unit may only contain 16 presets while a performance synthesizer could have many
separate banks for patches, combis,  rhythm set-ups. and drum sets and so on. The point here is that
every instrument in your studio has a different internal architecture, and Midi Quest mimics that
architecture by creating a set of components. One component for each type of SysEx that can be
retrieved from the instrument. This can be as simple as components for a patch buffer and patch bank to
instruments where over 50 components are required to manage the instrument's SysEx. Examples of
these include the Korg Kronos, Korg OASYS, Kurzweil K2000, and Kurzweil K2500. Most components
have an associated Bank Editor or Patch Editor so that the SysEx can be edited and managed in Midi
Quest.

To see what components are available to edit, double tap on any instrument in the studio to open its
instrument editor. Most instrument editors will have, at minimum, a patch editor and bank editor.

Roland D-50 Component List Access Virus Component List Kurzweil K2500 Component List
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The D-50 is a mono-timbral synth
with one bank so its component
list is small with just two items

The Virus is a multi-timbral synth
with multiple banks so it has

additional components in its list

The K2500 has many different
types of components with most of

these components having ten
different banks and an editor. With

so many banks a special
component list is required to group
the components together so they

are all easily accessible

This is the patch editor for the Roland D-50 Patch component. Editors are different for each instrument in
Midi Quest.
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This is the bank editor for the Roland D-50 Patch Bank component
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5.3 Working With SysEx

 Introduction    

Working with SysEx

Midi Quest takes a Studio perspective when organizing SysEx and uses a top-down, hierarchical
approach to accessing and editing it. When Midi Quest is first opened, it starts with the Studio view. The
Studio is intended to represent the MIDI hardware in the Studio. The Studio, when saved, contains all of
the SysEx for all of the the instruments that have been added to the Studio. In turn, each instrument is
made up of a set of components where each component stores and edits a particular type of SysEx from
the instrument. Most components are editable and so each component has an associated Patch or
Bank editor that is used to manage the components SysEx.

The Studio View    

The Studio view is intended to provide an overall view of MIDI hardware in the Studio. This is where
instruments are added or removed and an entire instrument's SysEx can be retrieved from or transmitted
to the hardware.

The Studio is where SysEx files are saved and loaded and a single file holds the SysEx for all of the
instruments currently in the studio. Each instrument in the Studio represents the Studio's SysEx so
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removing the instrument from the Studio permanently removes the stored SysEx as well.

For more information on the Studio click here.

The Instrument Editor    

As previously discussed, each instrument is made up of its SysEx components with each component
storing and editing the SysEx for that component. For most instruments, the editor is laid out with a split
screen. The left column lists the SysEx components found in the instrument and when a component is
selected, the larger right hand side displays the editor for that component. Essentially, the instrument
editor manages the bank and patch editors that, in turn, manage and edit the SysEx.

For an older or basic instrument there may be no more than two components, a Patch and a Patch
Bank. These two components would hold all of the SysEx for a piece of MIDI hardware such as Roland's
D-50.

If all that existed inside any hardware instrument's memory was a single patch bank and one global
settings, managing an instrument would be fairly straightforward. For better or worse, most modern MIDI
devices are far more sophisticated than this, which brings us to the concept of the Instrument Editor. The
instrument editor is extremely important because it links the individual components of an instrument
together and treats them as a whole. This includes a knowledge of the relationships between the various
components which allows Midi Quest to perform advanced functions such as manage Parent/Child
Relationships and handle both virtual and synchronized bank editing.
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A Instrument is like a "snapshot" picture of that instrument's internal memory: Midi Quest represents the
instrument's components in a list down the left hand side of the editor. Tapping any component displays
the editor for that SysEx. This makes it fast and easy to switch between the various banks and patches
that make up the instrument's internal memory. You will note that the Korg Triton LE 61 shown above
has seven patch banks (four Triton program banks, and three Triton combi banks) and five singles called
Combination, Program, Drums, Arpeggio and Global respectively.

Please do not be confused by the fact that we have referred to the Triton's combi banks as patch banks.
As previously explained In the manual, `patch` is a generic term to refer to SysEx that is used to
configure a synth. 

A reminder, that while most instrument modules available for Midi Quest have full editor/librarian support,
about 10% and mostly older instruments are librarian only. This means that Midi Quest can store the
instrument's SysEx and sometimes manage the instrument's banks but the instrument has no Patch
Editors. In this case, tapping a patch component results in a blank view on the right hand side.

For more information on the Instrument editor click here.

The Bank Editor    

The main advantage of electronic instruments and effects is that their sounds can be changed instantly
during a performance - This is possible because there are many patches in the instrument's memory to
choose from, and only the parameters of the currently selected patch govern the instrument's sound.
Without Midi Quest, you can switch between patches on your instrument by turning a dial on the its front
panel or by sending the unit a MIDI program change (PG) command.
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Whenever there is SysEx to create a sound, there is usually corresponding SysEx for a Bank to store
multiple patches on the instrument. The Bank Editor above displays shown above.

The number of entries in the bank window, their grouping and their numbering system depends on the
instrument itself, which is why the D-50 Bank Editor contains 64 patches laid out in an 8 x 8 grouping
labeled according to the Roland "Bank-and-Number" system.

Another example is the Yamaha DX-7 which has 32 Voice Patches in its internal memory (in other
words, its bank size is 32). The following is a DX-7 Bank Editor:
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Additionally, on most newer instruments there is a multi-timbral setup SysEx structure where the
different tonal sources are assigned to different MIDI channels. This structure, depending on the
manufacturer, may be called a Performance, Multi, Combi, Global, Section, and so on. Regardless of the
name, it still performs the function of creating a multi-timbral setup. In the few instances where it is
necessary to distinguish between a general "Patch" and a multi-timbral setup we will refer to the multi-
timbral setup as a "Multi Patch".

It is important to note that some instruments in your studio might have more than one kind of patch bank
component in their set-list: Sophisticated workstation-class synthesizers can have banks of tones,
banks of patches, banks of performances, and even banks of SysEx that are not directly editable in Midi
Quest such as Sequences and Motion Controls. In the set-list you will recognize these components by
titles that end with the word "Bank".

For more information on the Bank Editor, click here.

The Patch Editor    
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In order to edit instrument parameters in Midi Quest, you must first open a Patch Editor. Patch Editors
contain graphical controls such as knobs, sliders, buttons, pop-up-list selectors, numerical edit controls
and envelopes. Depending on the particular instrument module, there will be at least one component in
the Instrument Editor that opens a Patch Editor: On synthesizers, these components are called
patches, tones, combis, multis, performances etc. while on effects units they are usually (but not
always) called presets or programs. In this manual we will refer to such components as patches. Since
every manufacturer has a different naming system, Midi Quest's designers prefer to be historically
correct and use the word "patch" to describe the basic block of sound parameters on any hardware
instrument: This word was first coined in the Seventies to describe all the patch cable routings that were
required to create a given sound on the first analog synthesizers, so we consider it the definitive term!

There is also another type of component that launches a Patch Editor. Typically called a global (but
also called a system or setup in some cases), this component gathers all the master settings of the
instrument into one location. In this manual we will refer to such a component as a single. Unlike
patches, singles do not exist as multiples in the hardware memory, although there can be more than one
type of single for each instrument (This will be further explained in the Set Window topic).

All parameter edits made in this window can be stored back to the instrument and are automatically
stored as part of the Studio . Further details on the Editor Window will be covered in the chapter devoted
to it. We'll now continue our tour of the basic window types.

For more information on the Patch Editor click here.
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The Collection View    

The Collection is a simple yet powerful SysEx storage facility which allows you to take ANY combination
of SysEx from one or more MIDI devices and store them together. For example, a Collection can hold a
Korg Kronos Set, an M1 Patch Bank, an M1 Combi Bank, 2 DX7 Voice Banks, a D-10 system setup,
and a Wavestation Performance.

The Collection is stored separately on the iPad and is not part of a Studio Collection file.

The Collection is intended to be a temporary storage area where SysEx can be temporarily stored while
working on another project or it can be used to transfer SysEx between projects.

For more information on the Collection click here.

The Library View    
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The Library is used to create a master repository of any one kind of SysEx. Each Library can hold only
one type of SysEx so you can have a Library of M1 patches or a Library of DX7 voices but you can not
have a Library which holds both types. Midi Quest for iPad automatically manages Library creation and
display and will the correct Library in the Resources view for the currently selected instrument and
component.

Each Library is stored separately on the iPad and is not part of a Studio Collection file.

If you have a large number of patches, the best place to store and organize them is in a Library. One of
the major advantages of the Library is that it can hold a virtually unlimited number of patches - So you
can keep them all in a single convenient reference file. The Library becomes your one-stop source when
you are looking for a sound while working on a project. Because all of your patches are kept in one
place, it is much easier to find the sound you want in a Library Window than having to hunt through a
large number of Banks.

For more information on the Library click here.

Moving SysEx Between Views    

So far you have seen the various storage and editing views in Midi Quest. Remember that these views
also support transferring SysEx between them. The component list, Bank Editor and Patch Editor views
all support drag and drop between the views and into the Collection and Library views. To move SysEx
from a resource view (Patch Zone, Collection, Library) requires double tapping on the item of interest to
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transfer it. It some cases, the destination for the SysEx must be pre-selected in order for the SysEx to
be received. 
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5.4 Manual Organization

 Introduction    

Manual Organization

The manual is divided into eight basic chapters which are, the: Installation, Tutorial, Set Window, Bank
Window, Editor Window, Collection Window, Library Window, Studio Window, Sound Checker, and
finally, Common Elements chapters.

The Installation Chapter walks you through the installation of Midi Quest, various options for
connecting your instruments to the computer, and finally, setting up the program so that it can talk to
each of your instruments.

The Tutorial Chapter first takes you through the steps necessary to receive the contents of each of
your instruments and save them to disk. This will ensure that Midi Quest is properly configured to talk to
each of your instruments. It will also ensure that you have a backup of the SysEx for each of your
instruments. With this complete, you will not have to worry about inadvertently losing SysEx from any of
your instruments or other MIDI devices while you are learning the program. After saving the SysEx, the
Tutorial steps you through many of the most commonly used features of the program so you can begin
to get a feel for how it works.

The Studio View Chapter cover the Studio view and overall SysEx management in Midi Quest.

The Instrument Editor Chapter discusses how to use the Instrument Editor and the features within it.

The Bank Editor Chapter discusses how to use the Bank Editor and covers Bank organization features
and Midi Quest's smart Patch creation tools.

The Patch Editor Chapter covers the patch editors which you will use to make new sounds, create
multi-timbral configurations, and edit the various other parameters in your MIDI hardware.
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5.5 Getting Support

 Introduction    

Getting Support

Video Help

Sound Quest has an extensive collection of video tutorials online and available for viewing. These videos
range from short tutorials to in-depth coverage of all of the options available in Midi Quest. 

Before watching these videos there are two important factors to be aware of. These were never intended
to be promotional videos. They are long, in-depth, and not very exciting but if you want to watch someone
work through all of Midi Quest's extremely wide range of functionality, nothing beats them. The current
video collection, as of November 2016, is now getting old and all have been created with previous
versions of Midi Quest. The appearance of the editor is somewhat different from the current release and
while the way the program functions "under the hood" has undergone radical improvements, you will find
that the basic layout of where functions are found and how the program operates remains basically the
same. 

While there are plans to create new videos, there are currently no plans to replace these very long videos
which attempt to cover virtually every aspect of Midi Quest's operation. So, if you are willing to accept
some of the weaknesses in the videos, you will find that they also have a lot to offer and they provide
excellent and easy to absorb coverage of the features and functionality of Midi Quest.

Start exploring Sound Quest's tutorial videos by visiting www.youtube.com/user/SoundQuestInc.

Online Help

Midi Quest help can be found online at www.soundquest.org/Help/MidiQuesti12.

There is a direct link to this location is found in Midi Quest's  Help button.

PDF Manual

Midi Quest includes a PDF manual. The manual can be opened directly from Midi Quest's  Help
button on the Studio button bar. The PDF manual contains the same information as the integrated and
online help but is better suited to being printed.

Support Board

Sound Quest operates a support board accessed from support.soundquest.org. 

http://www.youtube.com/user/SoundQuestInc
http://www.soundquest.org/Help/MidiQuesti12
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Ask questions and get answers to your questions from Sound Quest personnel and other Midi Quest
users.

Via Email

Sound Quest provides technical support for its products via the Internet. Using the Internet, you can
email any technical support questions to support@squest.com. Support for UniQuest OEM software is
provided directly from instrument manufacturers.

If you have a question about Midi Quest which this manual does not answer, please feel free to call our
tech support staff. However, please make sure that:

you have reviewed the relevant chapter(s) in the manual
you have checked the Midi Quest on-line help
the on-line help has information above and beyond the contents of the manual
you have checked Fast Tips help for the component
you have your serial number and computer close by

mailto:support@squest.com
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5.6 Demo Limitations

 Demo Limitations    

When running a Midi Quest instrument module as a demo instead of a fully activated version, the
following limitations apply:

1) No exports
2) No bulk dumps from Midi Quest to MIDI devices except for auditioning patches from a bank and
transferring edits from an editor to a MIDI device
3) When testing an instrument editor, parameter edits for the first 8 parameters edited are sent to the
instrument. Edits made to additional parameters are displayed on the screen but not sent to the
instrument
4) Patch Zone - only the first patch in the list can be auditioned
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6 Installation

 Installation    

The installation chapter takes you through the following steps:
1. System requirements for running Midi Quest
2. Installing Instrument Modules
3. Connecting instruments
4. Setting Up Instrument Modules
5. Installing additional instruments

Let's get started!

System Requirements

Midi Quest for the iPad requires, at a minimum, an iPad 2 running the latest version of IOS 9.

However, with this minimum configuration Midi Quest will be slow and there is insufficient memory to
load and open the larger or more graphically intense instrument editors such as the Korg Kronos, Korg
OASYS, Kurzweil K200 and 2500 series and most editors created by Psicraft. Following is a list of the
main iPad releases including the amount of RAM installed in the unit. 

iPad A5 ram: 512MB (ipad2, iPad mini)
iPad mini 4 ram: 2GB (A8)
iPad pro std ram: 2GB
iPad pro large ram: 4GB
iPad air: 1GB
iPad air 2: 2GB

An iPad with 2GB of RAM is recommended and 1GB might be sufficient depending on the instrument
modules it is being used with.

Running Midi Quest Offline

Midi Quest can be run while the iPad is not connected to the internet with the exceptions of downloading
and activating instrument modules, and accessing the Patch Zone. These operations require an internet
connection.
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6.1 Installing Instrument Modules

 Installation    

Installing Instrument Modules

After running Midi Quest, in order to use the software it is necessary to install one or more instrument
modules. Each instrument module describes the instrument to Midi Quest so it is able to collect, store,
edit, and return the SysEx to the instrument.

To add an instrument module to Midi Quest, tap the  button. If this is the first time an instrument
module is being added, the Instrument Module list is immediately displayed listing the MIDI devices
supported by Midi Quest. If one or more instrument modules are already installed, a pop-up menu of
options is displayed. Choose Install Instrument... from the list.

The Install Instrument Module dialog is displayed listing all of the available instrument modules in
alphabetical order. Scroll through the list to find the instrument module to install, select it and press the
OK button to start installing. Midi Quest will download and install the selected instrument module and
add the instrument to the Studio. Depending on the size of the module, download and installation may
take a little time as the largest modules are around 100MB.

Many instruments have multiple memory configurations. This isn't the case for the for Kronos but for
those that do, the list of configurations is displayed. The example here is from an Alesis QS synth which
can have multiple memory configurations.
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"Default Set" is the standard configuration for each instrument and it usually specifies creates
components for all of the instrument's RAM memory. If you are unsure of which option to select, choose
"Default Set" while you learn Midi Quest. After making the selection, the instrument is displayed in the
Studio view.

The next step is to successfully configure Settings so that Midi Quest can communicate with the
hardware. In order to accomplish this, you may need to access Midi Quest's instrument specific Fast

Tips. Tap on the instrument in the Studio to select it then tap the  Fast Tips button. Fast Tips are
usually in .rtf format text file so you will need an app installed that supports this format. If the iPad
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currently does not have an app supporting this format, install Adobe Acrobat from the Apple App Store.
Following is the Fast Tips for the Korg Kronos as displayed in Safari.

Fast Tips contains instrument specific information on connecting to and communicating with the
hardware. If this information may be required to successfully configure Midi Quest. As a result, it may
make sense to open Fast Tips before starting the setup process.
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6.2 Connecting Instruments

 Installation    

Connecting Your Instruments

For Midi Quest to be able to communicate with your instrument, the MIDI IN and MIDI OUT ports of both
your instrument and iPad must be connected as follows:

The iPad's MIDI IN port must be connected to the instrument's MIDI OUT port while the iPad's MIDI OUT
port must be connected to the instrument's MIDI IN port: This is called a two-way, duplex or handshaking
MIDI connection.

Duplex connections mean that each instrument requires an entire MIDI interface port: While this was
once an issue, multi-port USB Midi Interfaces have become very affordable and can be had for a few
hundred dollars from such great manufacturers as M-Audio (www.m-audio.com), Roland, and MOTU.

http://www.m-audio.com)
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6.3 Setting Up Instrument Modules

 Installation    

Setting Up Instruments

With Fast Tips open, and the instrument connected to the MIDI interface, the instrument now needs to
be configured so that it can successfully communicate with the hardware. Tap the instrument to select it

then tap the  Settings button to display the Settings dialog.

The Settings dialog contains three or four basic parameters which must be properly set for Midi Quest to
communicate with the instrument.

Remember that MIDI is a technology which is almost 35 years old. It is not "plug and play" and there is
frequently a certain amount of manual configuration necessary in order to successfully work with SysEx.

The four parameters are: MIDI IN Port, MIDI OUT port, SysEx channel, and MIDI channel. 

MIDI IN Port is the name of the port that the MIDI cable coming from the MIDI OUT port of the MIDI
hardware to the MIDI IN port of the iPad is connected to. Highlight this port name to select it.

MIDI OUT Port is the name of the port that the MIDI cable connecting the MIDI OUT port of the iPad to
the MIDI IN port of the MIDI hardware. Highlight this port name to select it.
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SysEx Channel is the channel that a MIDI device uses to communicate SysEx. If this option is enabled
then the MIDI device uses a channel that is separate and distinct from the MIDI channel to communicate
SysEx on then select the channel that the instrument is currently using. Hardware manufacturers have a
range of names for the SysEx channel including Device ID and Unit #. Midi Quest's Fast Tips will usually
cover where to find this setting on the hardware to ensure that the settings on the hardware and in Midi
Quest match.

Not all instruments use a SysEx channel. For some instruments, SysEx is not channelized. For other
instruments, the SysEx uses the global MIDI channel assigned to the instrument. In both of these
cases, the SysEx channel selector will be disabled.

MIDI Channel is the main or global MIDI channel that the MIDI hardware is currently set to. This setting
must correctly match the setting on the instrument if bank auditioning and, in some cases actual SysEx
communication, is going to be successful. Where appropriate, the Fast Tips will indicate where to find
the MIDI channel setting on the hardware.

If there are no MIDI ports listed in the Settings dialog then there is a problem as there are no MIDI ports
recognized as connected to the iPad. This will need to be addressed before Midi Quest can be used with
MIDI hardware.

Once the parameters have been assigned, press the OK button to accept the changes and close
Settings.

If you require more detailed information on the Settings dialog parameters click on Settings dialog.

After installing and configuring one instrument, repeat this process for each hardware device.
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6.4 Midi Quest and MIDI Communications

 Installation    

Midi Quest and MIDI Communications

Before beginning the tutorials, you should read this frank discussion about MIDI SysEx and Midi Quest.

MIDI is not plug-and-play. While there have been great advancements in making it easier to connect your
MIDI hardware to the computer, MIDI is not inherently plug-and-play. Particularly for older hardware, it it 
critical that you read the Fast Tips information for each instrument so that the instrument and Midi
Quest can be configured properly to communicate with each other.

One of the most common tech support issues that Sound Quest deals with are communication errors
where Midi Quest will not communicate with a piece of MIDI hardware. If you find yourself in a situation
where Midi Quest is not receiving SysEx from an instrument, 99.9% of the time the problem is a result of
a configuration problem or a MIDI interface problem. Midi Quest is working, it is a matter of configuring
your system properly so that communication can happen. Remember, MIDI is not plug-and-play.

Sound Quest has been around for a very long time, 30 years and development on Sound Quest's first
products began the year that the first MIDI instruments began shipping. In that that time we have seen an
incredible range of MIDI communications issues and while we would prefer that MIDI and SysEx
communication was plug-and-play, no company has more experience dealing with MIDI hardware and
SysEx than Sound Quest and we are here to assist you to get Midi Quest integrated into your studio.

MIDI information is not arriving from an instrument

When you don't receive a SysEx response from a MIDI device, there can be many, many causes. You
will need to work through all of the potential problems until you find the source of the issue and correct it.

Open the Monitor View by tapping on the  Status View button in the Studio so that MIDI Activity
can be viewed. If a keyboard is displayed, tap on the monitor button in the upper right corner to switch
views. Leave the monitor open through the entire test process and if you should mistakenly close it, go
back and re-open it. This monitor will show all incoming and outgoing MIDI messages as well as internal
error messages if there is a failure. Events displayed in red are events sent from Midi Quest to MIDI
hardware. Events displayed in black are events received by Midi Quest. Events displayed in blue are
status messages that cover a wide range of issues and, if displayed, can be used to diagnose problems.
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In the Studio view, select the MIDI device you are having problems with.

Press the  Fast Tips button on the button bar, read the Fast Tips information and ensure that the
instrument is correctly configured to communicate with Midi Quest. These instructions will include how
to enable System Exclusive communication on the instrument if it is necessary.

It is critical to remember that not all MIDI devices ship with System Exclusive enabled. This is
particularly true of Korg instruments. In these cases, response to System Exclusive messages must be
enabled on the instrument or MIDI device by you. It is not possible for Midi Quest to do this on its own.

The Fast Tips will also include other necessary instructions to ensure that the instrument and Midi Quest
are able to communicate. Failure to read and follow these instructions will usually ensure a failure to
communicate with your hardware.

If Midi Quest and the MIDI hardware appear to be correctly configured and communication problems
persist, you will need to start looking for problems.
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Verify that the MIDI Interface is being found by Midi Quest

Tap on an instrument in the Studio and press the Settings button to display the current settings. MIDI IN
and MIDI OUT ports should be listed for the MIDI interface in the two lists. If the MIDI interface being
used isn't listed, it indicates that IOS has not found the MIDI interface hardware. If this is the case, it will
be necessary to contact the MIDI interface manufacturer to determine what the issue is and resolve it.

Verify the MIDI Interface can Receive SysEx

One of the most common problems Sound Quest currently encounters is customers attempting to use
MIDI interfaces which actually don't transfer SysEx properly. If an inexpensive MIDI interface (<$30US)
has been purchased from a Chinese company, most likely your problems result from the fact that most
of these interfaces DO NOT process SysEx properly. This can manifest in one of three ways: the
interface doesn't transmit SysEx, the interface doesn't receive SysEx, or the interface will not receive
SysEx immediately after sending SysEx. The most common of these three are the latter two.

The first test to run is a manual dump of SysEx from the hardware. Not all instruments are capable of
this but most are. When the SysEx is transmitted from the instrument, it should be displayed in the
Monitor window. If it doesn't, it means that there is a failure somewhere in the hardware chain between
the instrument and Midi Quest. Most frequently the problem is with the MIDI interface but not always.

If an inexpensive Chinese interface is being used, it should be swapped at least temporarily for one from
M-Audio, Roland, or MOTU to ensure that the interface is not the problem.

Ensure Two-Way MIDI Connection between the iPad and MIDI Device

This mistake is made by many experienced MIDI musicians so if it happens to you, don't feel badly. For
Midi Quest to automatically collect SysEx from MIDI hardware, a two way connection is necessary. MIDI
OUT from the MIDI interface to the MIDI IN of the device. MIDI OUT from the MIDI device to the MIDI IN of
the interface. 

When working with MIDI rack modules, MIDI communication from a DAW or sequencer is usually one
way, from the iPad to the device. it is easy to forget the SysEx requires two way communication. So
make sure there is a MIDI cable coming from the MIDI OUT of your MIDI device to the MIDI IN of a MIDI
interface.

Verify Your MIDI Cables Work

This problem is also particularly common with MIDI modules. There is a MIDI cable from the module MIDI
OUT to the MIDI interface MIDI IN however the cable is not working properly and because it is rarely
used, you have not realized it.

Over the years, Sound Quest has seen a number of MIDI cable related problems so if you are having
communications problems, you will need to carefully verify that your MIDI cables are working properly.
The issues we have seen in the past are as follows:

a. No SysEx transfers because the MIDI cable is damaged and non-functioning
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b. Intermittent SysEx transfers because the MIDI cable is damaged and only works part of the time

c. MIDI cables that are able to successfully transfer standard MIDI messages such as MIDI note events 
but are faulty in some way so that bulk SysEx transfers with substantially more bytes are not properly
transferred
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6.5 Midi Quest and MIDI Interfaces

 Installation    

Midi Quest and MIDI Interfaces

If you are reading this manual in page order then you have just finished reading about correctly
configuring Midi Quest so it can communicate with the MIDI hardware. The previous section dealt with
MIDI interfaces in general but on this page, we wish to make some specific suggestions regarding the
MIDI interfaces to use with Midi Quest or more specifically, those not to use.

Midi Quest can connect to and use multiple MIDI interfaces each with multiple MIDI ports by attaching a
USB hub to the iPad.

Midi Quest will stress your MIDI hardware probably more than any other iPad application. The reason is
that the other MIDI apps you use send small 2 and 3 byte MIDI messages out to your hardware. Midi
Quest, depending on your MIDI hardware, will send single SysEx messages up to 1MB in length. As a
result, there is no guarantee that an inexpensive MIDI interface that works well with your other MIDI apps
is going to work well with Midi Quest.

As has been discussed previously, if Midi Quest is not receiving SysEx. The problem is usually a result
of the MIDI hardware not working correctly. (For a full discussion see Midi Quest and MIDI
Communications)

For this reason, Sound Quest recommends that you choose and use name brand MIDI interfaces: M-
Audio, Roland, and MOTU that are iPad compatible. If you are having difficulty establishing
communications between Midi Quest and your MIDI hardware, one of the first things Sound Quest will
ask is what MIDI interface you are using. If you aren't using one of these, it is likely that we will ask you
to try one.

It is highly recommended that inexpensive Chinese MIDI interfaces not be used with Midi Quest. They
are the most frequent cause of communications problems between Midi Quest and MIDI hardware.

MIDI Interfaces and USB Power

While it is rare, it is possible for any MIDI interface that draws current directly from the iPad's USB port
(instead of having its own dedicated power supply) to be under powered. Simple MIDI interfaces generally
require a minimum of 500mA to run properly. Some USB ports will provide less current that this. In these
circumstances, the under powered MIDI interface is usually able to receive standard MIDI events.
However, receiving SysEx requires more current and this can result in a failure to correctly receive data.
If a name brand USB MIDI interface is having difficulty receiving larger SysEx dumps, try connecting the
interface to a powered USB hub instead of directly to the iPad. This may solve the problem.

Network/Wifi MIDI
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CoreMIDI supports transfer of MIDI and SysEx over a network so Midi Quest can connect to MIDI
interfaces attached to a Mac. The Mac and iPad must be connected to the same network.

To make a connection, begin by assigning an instrument's MIDI ports to "Network Session 1". On the
Mac, open Audio MIDI Setup (in the Utilities folder) and double click on the Network icon to open the
"MIDI Network Setup" window. Under "My Sessions", select "Session 1". The iPad should be listed in
the "Directory" list. Select it and press the "Connect" button. When the connection is made, the iPad is
listed in "Participants". Finally, in the lower right, assign "Live Routings" to the MIDI ports connected to
the instrument that Midi Quest is to communicate with. Midi Quest on the iPad is now able to
communicate with a MIDI device connected to a Macintosh.

It is important to note that Apple's implementation of CoreMIDI and network connections only allows for
one MIDI device to be connected to the iPad via the network. For multiple MIDI port support, the MIDI
interfaces must be connected directly to the iPad or software such as StudioMux/MIDIMux can be used
as discussed below.

Bluetooth MIDI

In order to avoid direct, hardwired connections between the iPad and MIDI hardware, Midi Quest also
supports Bluetooth MIDI. Bluetooth MIDI interfaces transfer MIDI and SysEx information between the
iPad and instrument using bluetooth communications instead of a hardwired connection. In every other
way, MIDI behaves the same way as a hardwired connection. Bluetooth MIDI interfaces are available from
a number of manufacturers including Yamaha.

Bluetooth support must be specifically activated by an app to enable it. If Bluetooth MIDI isn't already
running, it can be activated in Midi Quest by following these steps. Tap the global button on the button
bar then tap the "Configure Bluetooth MIDI" button. Perform any necessary configuration and close the
dialog.

Using Mac or Windows MIDI interfaces

It is possible for the iPad to control and use MIDI interfaces attached to a Mac or Windows system. To
do so requires that the iPad be physically connected to the Mac or Windows computer. Install the
midimux app on the iPad and StudioMux application on the computer and follow the application's manual
for connection instructions. The software applications allow for transfer MIDI data between iPad
applications and MIDI hardware attached to a computer.

MIDI Interfaces with Known Issues

Following is a list of MIDI interfaces that claim iPad compatibility but are known to have operational
difficulty with Midi Quest.

IK Multimedia

iRig MIDI 2 

The iRig MIDI 2 interface when tested with an iPad (July, 2018) produced duplicates of all incoming
SysEx messages. This breaks Midi Quest operation and communication timing for many instruments
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and, as a result, this interface shouldn't be used with the program. Please note, the hardware may not
operate this way with Mac or Windows systems and may be a valid choice. In addition, it should be
possible to use this interface with Midi Quest's auto dump recognition functionality, however, these
options are not able to receive all of the SysEx that Midi Quest supports.

iConnectivity

mio interfaces

mio interfaces have been known to have issues handling large SysEx dumps. It is our understanding the
installing firmware 2.04 or higher will address these issues.
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7 Tutorials

 Tutorial    

The tutorial will take you through a number of the more common procedures in Midi Quest. The intent is
to get you comfortable with how the program operates along with some of the features you will use most
often. After this, you can begin to explore the program more fully. The following is a basic outline of what
we will be doing:

1. Load SysEx from your hardware into Midi Quest
2. Understanding the MIDI I/O Window
3. Saving the Studio
4. Loading a Studio
5. Editing a Bank
6. Auditioning Patches in a Bank
7. Editing a Patch from a Bank
8.  Storing a complete Bank in a Library
9.  Auditioning a Library

Load Your Hardware Instrument Into a Midi Quest Instrument

At this point, we are assuming that you have followed the steps in the installation and installed one or
more instrument modules and used the Settings dialog to properly assign the MIDI ports and SysEx and
MIDI channels for each installed instrument module.

We will begin by loading the contents of one of your instruments into Midi Quest. This will not only
provide your first view of how SysEx is stored in Midi Quest, it will also allow you to verify that the Studio
has been properly configured to communicate with your instruments.

For the first test, you should begin by selecting a full synthesizer that Midi Quest has editors for. Try not
to select a drum machine, effect box, patch bay, or other MIDI device. If you have a number of different
brands of instruments to choose from, try choosing an instrument not made by Roland (if you are using a
Roland D-series instrument). If you have only Roland products, choose the newest instrument you own.
We are not anti-Roland here, however, Roland D-series products have substantially more bugs in their
instrument ROMs than any other manufacturer and we would prefer that you get Midi Quest up and
running as smoothly as possible.

Now that you have selected an instrument module in the Studio, tap the  Get button on the Studio
button bar and Midi Quest will begin the process of loading SysEx from the hardware into the Midi Quest
instrument.

Understanding MIDI I/O
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During bulk SysEx loads from the hardware into a Midi Quest, Midi Quest will display SysEx transfer
information including the type of SysEx being loaded, the MIDI ports being used for the transfer and the
number of bytes received. A completion bar will also fill as bytes are received.

If you have set all of the instrument parameters correctly using the Settings dialog and you have properly
set up the instrument to receive and transmit SysEx (see the instrument's Fast Tips help for
instructions), you will see the bar at the bottom of the window fill as SysEx is transferred.

Providing that everything proceeds without a problem, you have now saved a system backup for the
instrument in Midi Quest. 

To verify that the SysEx has been successfully loaded, double tap on the instrument in the Studio to
open the editor to view and review the loaded SysEx. To return to the Studio, tap the Back "<" button in
the instrument editor.

To send this snapshot from disk back to your instrument, select instrument and tap the Put button on
the Studio button bar.
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7.1 Tutorial 2

 Tutorial    

Saving the Studio

If you have reached this portion of the tutorial, we will assume that you have successfully transferred
SysEx from at least one piece of MIDI hardware to Midi Quest. Congratulations.

Midi Quest will automatically save the SysEx stored in the studio both when the iPad switches to a
different app and when the app is closed. The SysEx is also automatically loaded when Midi Quest is
started. This also the program to restart in exactly or very close to the same state it was left.

At some point, you will want to start creating multiple Studio projects so that instruments can be
configured in different ways for liver performances or different studio projects. To save all of the SysEx for

all instruments in the Studio, press the  Save button on the Studio button bar. The save button will
display a dialog listing the existing Studio files and allow you to name or rename the current Studio
before saving it.

press the Ok button to save the Studio. You have successfully saved the SysEx in the Studio. You will
now be able to restore your SysEx at any time in the future. This is important should you make a
mistake while learning Midi Quest and inadvertently lose part or all of the contents of the instrument.

Now that you have saved the SysEx for one instrument, you should repeat the process for each of the
instruments in the Studio as well. Once all of the SysEx has been loaded from the MIDI hardware in Midi
Quest. Save the Studio again. The reason? You always want to have a backup of your studio's entire
memory should something unexpectedly happen.
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Loading a Studio

With a successfully saved Studio, It is a good idea to verify that the SysEx has been successfully saved.

Press the  Add button in the Studio button bar and choose "New" from the pop-up menu. Tap

"Yes" to verify that all instruments should be removed from the Studio. Press the  Open button in
the Studio button bar to display a list of Studios you have saved.
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Select the Studio that you just saved and the Studio will return to its previous state.

Editing a Bank

With the Studio reloaded, double tap on the instrument that had SysEx loaded in Tutorial 1. From here
we will edit one of the Banks in the Set. For this demonstration, it would be best to choose the Bank
containing the instrument's Sound Patches. This is often called the Patch Bank. Click on the Patch
Bank line in the Component list and a Bank Editor is displays the Patches in the Patch Bank.

Above is an example from the D-50 but this will obvious vary depending on the instrument.

Auditioning Patches in a Bank

Midi Quest lets you quickly listen to Patches in a Bank or Library, we call this auditioning. When you
click on a Patch in a Bank or Library, the Patch is immediately sent to the instrument. Midi Quest then
automatically plays a chord so you can hear the selected sound. Go ahead, try it.
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If you would like to play specific notes, from the iPad, edge swipe up from the bottom of the display to

show the Status view. Alternately, the Status view can be opened by pressing the  Back button to

return to the Studio view and tapping the  Status button to display the view. With the Status view

open, if the Monitor view is currently displayed, tap on the  keyboard button in the upper right
side to switch to the Keyboard view. Tap on the keyboard to play it.

Swap a Patch in the Same Bank

One of the more common activities you will be involved in, while editing Banks, is organizing your
Patches. This is accomplished by either pasting or swapping Patches within the same Bank or with
another Bank.

In this example, we will swap two patches in the Bank you have opened to edit:
Tap on the second Patch in the Bank
Tap and hold on the second Patch again to begin the drag
Begin the drag and dual arrows will appear to indicate that a drag is in process
Point over another patch in the bank a release your finger
You will see that the locations of the two patches have been swapped
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Creating New Patches with Mix All

Mix All is one of five different Randomize functions in the Bank. Each of these Randomize functions
processes Patches in a different way to quickly produce a Bank of new Patches. No editing knowledge
is required. This is a fast way to create or try out new sounds in a piece of music. To create a Bank of
new Patches using Mix All you will need to select two or more patches in the bank:

Tap on the name of the first patch you wish to select. This will select that patch and deselect all
others
To add patches to the selection, tap on the number of each additional patch to add it to the
selected patches

Tap the  Mix All button
Midi Quest creates a new Bank of patches and displays them in the Patch Audition dialog as
displayed below

You can now try out the different patches you have created. Tapping on each Patch will audition it to the
instrument and play a chord on the instrument. Any patch you wish to keep must be saved to either the 
Collection or Library by tapping the appropriate button. When the dialog is closed, the bank is removed
from memory.

For more information on Bank editing click here.
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7.2 Tutorial 3

 Tutorial    

Editing a Patch from a Bank

In almost all cases where the instrument module supports editing, a bank will have a corresponding
editor where the individual patch's parameters can be edited. To edit a patch, tap on the Patch to

selected it and press the  Edit button in the Bank button bar or double tap on the Patch. This will
copy the Patch from the bank into the Patch component and display the Patch Editor.
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from the original Patch Bank that you would like to edit. Tap the Edit button to open a Editor for the
Patch. The window shows the Roland D-50 Patch Editor. Each Editor will look different depending on the
instrument and type of Patch you are working with.

Patch parameters can be edited in any one of the following three ways:
Tap on the parameter to edit and drag up/down (can also be configured for left/right editing in
Preferences)
Double tap on most numeric and string list controls to display a pop-up listing all possible values.
Select a new value from the pop-up
For toggle parameters, simply tap on the parameter to toggle the value
For level and slider parameters, tap and drag on the control to edit the value
For envelopes, tap and drag a corner to edit the envelope or double tap to open a larger envelope
which will be more accurate and easier to edit
For knobs, tap and drag around the knob in a circular fashion to change the value

Try changing a number of parameters in the editor.

To manually save the edited Patch back to the Bank, two finger tap on open space in the editor to
display the editor's pop-up menu. Choose Store from the pop-up menu to store the patch back to the
location it originally came from.

For more information on the Patch Editor and editing click here.
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7.3 Tutorial 4

 Tutorial    

Using the Library
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Placing a Patch or an entire Bank in a Library

Return to the Instrument Editor and select the Patch Bank from the component list; this is the Bank that
holds the instrument's sounds. Now, click on any Patch in the Bank. Click again on the same Patch,
hold the mouse button down, and drag the mouse towards the Library. You will see the mouse change to
a Drag display. Drag the mouse over the Library Window and release the button. A message will be
displayed asking whether you wish to move all of the Patches in the Bank or just the currently selected
ones. Choose to move all of the Patches. Midi Quest will move all of the Patches from the Bank into the
Library.

Auditioning a Library

You can now audition each of the Bass Patches in your Library.

Similar to the Bank Window, clicking on a Patch in the Library automatically sends that Patch to the
instrument and plays a chord.

If you would like to play a different chord, you can open the Tones Window by choosing Utilities/Tones.
From this window, you can define the number of notes to play in the chord, the chord's duration, the
pitches, and the velocity of each pitch.
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8 The Studio View

 The Studio View    

With the exception of selecting instruments and opening an Instrument's Instrument Editor, all interaction
with the Studio is handled using the Studio button bar at the top of Midi Quest.

Some of the tools in the Studio button bar require an instrument to be selected before the tool is
available. Tap on an instrument to select it. The selected instrument is framed in gray. The Korg Kronos
is selected above.

The Studio button bar does include an Instrument Edit button but the fastest way to open an instrument's
editor is to double tap on the instrument.

The Studio Button Bar

The Studio button bar's tools are actually covered at the beginning of the manual in order to allow those
with Midi Quest experience on Macintosh or Windows to quickly get started with the iPad version. In
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short, the Studio button bar handles: 

adding, removing and configuring instruments in the Studio

saving and loading SysEx on the iPad's storage media

retrieving SysEx from and sending SysEx to MIDI hardware

standard cut, copy, paste options

Fast Tips and help tools

Preferences

If the iPad is held vertically or large icons (default) are used with an iPad that has a 1024 x 768 screen
resolution, all of the buttons may not be visible. In this case, it is possible to get a list of all commands
by two finger tapping on the button bar and selecting the desired command from the list. This applies to
all button bars in Midi Quest.

For information on each of these options click here

8.1 Active SysEx Receive

 Active SysEx Receive (Studio Window)  

 

Midi Quest can always be ready to store the bulk SysEx that it receives.

There are many older MIDI devices which do not have SysEx dump requests and occasionally we find an
instrument which does not respond properly to its own dump requests, or sometimes you just want to
dump some SysEx from your MIDI devices manually. For these situations, Midi Quest can always be
ready to receive and store SysEx dumped manually. 

Enabling of this option is controlled from Preferences. Tap the Preferences button on the Studio button
bar, ensure the "Receive manual bulk  dumps and create new SysEx" switch is on.

When this option is enabled, Midi Quest analyzes each SysEx dump received and if it is recognized as
being used by any of the install instrument modules, a new editor is created for the SysEx and is opened
in Midi Quest.

It is important to remember that this feature is not exclusively for instruments which do not have dump
request messages. As long as this option is enabled, you can choose to manually dump SysEx from
virtually any instrument supported by Midi Quest and it will be received and displayed in a new
instrument in the Studio. Depending on the circumstances, this can sometimes be faster and easier than
the standard process of requesting SysEx.

Limitations
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There are some limitations to this feature. The primary one is that variable length SysEx messages are
not supported. The vast majority of SysEx messages are a known fixed length. However, some vary,
particularly those that contain song or sequence information from an instrument. For these SysEx
messages to be received, Midi Quest must be in active receive mode for the specific instrument and
waiting for the specific SysEx in order to successfully receive it.

There are also a few cases where an instrument will send the same SysEx in different formats depending
instrument settings (yes, this is a vague statement but it is a vague and rare situation). Midi Quest is
typically configured to receive a particular type of SysEx in a single format. If it is received in an alternate
form, this SysEx will be ignored. In these rare cases, you will need to use Midi Quest more formal dump
request/receive SysEx system to request the information from the instrument in a form it will be able to
work with.
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9 The Instrument Editor

 The Instrument Editor   

The "Instrument", by default, holds a complete dump of one instrument's RAM memory. In the case
above,the instrument is Korg's 01/W. Each instrument's permanent memory is usually made up of Patch
Banks, Combi Banks, Sequences, Global, and other SysEx. When an Instrument is loaded or a new
Instrument created, it will hold all of this SysEx. The purpose of the "Instrument" storage structure is to
allow you to treat each instrument as a whole rather than as a collection of individual parts.

To return to the Studio view after editing an instrument, press the  Back button in the Instrument
Editor button bar. If the the Instrument Editor is a custom editor, two finger tap in the interface where the
is no editing control and from the pop-up menu choose "Back".

For instruments with multiple memory configurations or a mix of RAM and ROM information, the
instrument will usually have multiple memory configurations to allow the instrument to be setup the way
you want it. When the instrument has multiple memory configurations visible, adding an instrument to
the Studio will result in a pop-up requesting a memory configuration to be selected. Once a memory
configuration has been selected, it can't be altered. However, if a configuration change is required, a new
instrument can be created with the desired configuration and the SysEx can be copied from one
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instrument to the other.

Instruments are extremely important because they link the individual SysEx elements of an instrument
together. and treat them as a whole. In an Instrument, Midi Quest can provide intelligent Bank editing
and organizing features when compared with individual Bank SysEx.

For standard Midi Quest editors, the instrument Editor is permanently split with the left column used to
select a component and the space on the right edits the selected SysEx. If a component is selected for
which there is no editor, the editing side of the split window remains empty. Only the Set's editing menu
appears Midi Quest's main menu so when editing a patch or bank within a Set, right (cmd) click the
mouse in the window to access the appropriate menu.

In situations where there are so many components that they can't all be listed within the space of the
editor (Kurzweil K2000 and K2500 for example), Midi Quest will automatically alter the left column.
Instead of every component being listed, the components are grouped by type. Performance type SysEx
will be located under one tab, Patch SysEx under another, Drum SysEx under another and so on. Each
selector will then have a drop icon in the lower right of each entry in the component list. Click on this
icon and a pop-up menu will appear to select and display the editor for a different type of SysEx in that
category. Following is the aforementioned K2500 editor showing that there are multiple editors available
for Setup, Program, Effect, Key Map, and so on. The list of Key Map editors is displayed as a drop down
so an alternate editor can be selected.

This image shows the component list by when it is organized by type:

This image shows the pop-up when the down triangle beside "Key Map" is tapped:
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In addition, two finger tapping on the instrument icon in the upper left corner will display a pop-up menu
listing all of the available SysEx components. This allows for the selection of any editor regardless of
which selection tab it is found under. This can be a very long list with the Kurzweil units having over 100
components. Following is an example of this, again for the K2500.
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In Midi Quest it is also possible to create custom editors which do not include the component list on the
left and the patch and bank editors on the right. These editors will include their own custom navigation to
allow you display and edit the MIDI device's different types of SysEx. Examples of these editors would
be the Korg Kronos, Korg OASYS, and the majority of editors created by Psicraft. The following graphic
shows the Kronos editor which was custom designed for Korg. It has navigation bars across both the top
and bottom of the editor and is laid out very similarly to the instrument.
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To send the entire contents of the Instrument Editor to the instrument, see Sending a Set.

To send specific components from an Instrument Editor, see Sending SysEx.

Instrument Editor Menu

The Instrument Editor contains menu functions with which to organize the SysEx. These functions are all
contained in the Instrument Editor menu.

To view the menu, tap on the down arrow in the Instrument Editor button bar or two finger tap in the left
hand column of the instrument editor.

Unlike Macintosh and Windows menus, options which are not available at the time of the two finger tap
are not displayed instead of being displayed disabled. This will cause the options in the menu to change
based on the current state of the app. For example, a "Copy" option will not be displayed if nothing is
selected or a Paste option will not be displayed if there is nothing on the clipboard.
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9.1 Parent/Child Relationships

 Parent/Child Relationships (Instrument Editor) 
  

"Parent/Child Relationships" is a term used to describe the relationship between different types of SysEx
in a MIDI device. Most frequently, it applies to workstations where the instrument will frequently have two
or more distinct modes: a Sound generating mode (known by a range of terms such as: Patch, Program,
Sound, Tone, etc) where individual sounds are designed and a multi-timbral mode where two or more
sounds can be played siimulataneously. This mode has also been given a range of different names by
manufacturers such as Combi, Performance, and Multi to name three.

What is important to understand here is the relationship between the types of SysEx. In multi-timbral
mode, the instrument will reference the sounds by their location in the sound bank. The multi does not
actually store the sound definition but just its location. In fact some instruments contain extensive
references. A Korg Kronos uses the following:

A Set List can reference Combis, Programs and Songs
Combis reference Programs and GEs
Songs reference Programs and GEs
Programs can reference Drum Kits, Wavesequences, and GEs

As you can see, this can be a complex set of relationships and keeping track of these is very important
when moving items. If you don't allow the program to maintain these relationships for you, you must do
so yourself.

To continue with the Kronos as an example, if parent/child relationships is turned off and you were to
move a Program within a bank or to another bank, any Combi, Song, or Set List that used the Program
would no longer sound correctly because they would continue to reference the previous location of the
Program instead of its current location. With parent/child enabled, when a Program is moved, Midi Quest
automatically finds all of the "parents" (the SysEx that references the Programs) and updates them so
that they continue to reference the correct Program location.

Maintaining parent/child relationships is even more important when copying items from one Set to
another in Midi Quest. Just consider what needs to happen when copying a single Combi from one Set
to another. Not only do you need to copy the Combi itself, you also need to copy the Programs and
custom GEs that the Combi references and you need to copy the Drum Kits, Wavesequences, and
custom GEs that the Programs use. Not only do all of these items need to be copied over but they must
be copied into locations that are currently not in use. This requires that all modified parent references
must be updated to the correct new locations. Of course, you can do all of this yourself or you can leave
the details to Midi Quest.

Enabling Parent Child Relationships

Parent/Child Relationships are enabled in Preferences.

The feature is enabled program wide but maintained on a per Set basis. If a Set is created or loaded
when Parent/Child relationships are turned off, the feature will not be available until the Set is saved to
disk and re-opened. Conversely, a Set created or opened from disk while Parent/Child is enabled will
operate in this mode until the window is closed, regardless of changes made in Preferences.
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What Does Parent/Child Relations Actually Do

Here is a list of the functions that parent/child relations actually performs within Midi Quest.

1. Display of Child Status

In bank editors, any entry which is referenced by SysEx in another bank or editor is displayed with a
small yellow link icon in the upper right corner. Tapping on any entry will display a list of the items that
use the entry either within the editor windows itself or on the message line at the bottom of the program
window as can be seen here:

In this example, the link icons can be found beside every patch (for the 01/W called a Program) with the
exception of numbers 20, 50, 71, 128, 156, and 197. All other Program locations are currently referenced
by one or more Combis in the Combi bank. These are the only memory locations in the Program Bank
where a new Program can be safely added without altering the sound of one of the existing Combis.

In addition, when a child patch (in this case an 01/W Program) is selected in the bank, the all of the
parent patches (in this case 01/W Combis) are listed on the bottom bar.

2. Display of Parent Status
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In bank editors, any entry which is a parent (references SysEx contained in other banks in the Set),
placing the mouse over that entry will display a list of items that the SysEx references. In this case:

In this case, the Combi "The Finale" is selected and it uses Programs: Orch Perc, Timpani, Orch Hit,
Marcato, Brass 2, FanFare, and Stadium!!!.

3. SysEx updates during swap operations

When child Patches are swapped within a bank or with another bank in a Set, Midi Quest will update
parents so that they correctly reference the SysEx in its new location.

4. SysEx updates during copy operations

When parent Patches are copied from the Instrument Editor into the Collection, Midi Quest automatically
copies all child patches and child of the child patches (for the Kronos this could include Combis,
Programs, GEs, Wavesequences, and Drumkits) to the Collection as well. This allows Midi Quest to
copy the child patches back into the Instrument Editor in the future when a parent Patch 

note: if there are no unused locations in the destination child bank, SysEx will not be copied and parents
will not be updated.
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9.2 Virtual vs Synchronized Editing

 Virtual vs Synchronized Editing (Instrument Editor) 
  

Within the Instrument Editor, Midi Quest features two different methods of editing, virtual and
synchronized.

For those who have used Midi Quest previously to v11, Midi Quest always operated in virtual editing
mode.

What is Virtual Editing mode?

When you use Midi Quest, you actually have two different blocks of memory for each of your MIDI
devices. There is the memory within the instrument itself. There is also the memory used in Midi Quest
to hold SysEx for that instrument. Sometimes these are the identical - when you load all of the SysEx
from the instrument - you now have the SysEx in the instrument and a copy of the SysEx in Midi Quest.
Sometimes the memory blocks are entirely different - when you load Instrument SysEx from your
computer's hard drive into Midi Quest - where the SysEx in your instrument may be completely different
from the SysEx in Midi Quest.

This is referred to as "virtual editing" because the SysEx held in Midi Quest doesn't necessarily
represent the SysEx currently stored in your instrument. Why would you want a program to work this
way? Easy. It allows you to create new banks using randomization without disturbing the current
contents of your instrument. It allow you to open different Sets and choose patches from each in order to
create an entirely new Set without disturbing the SysEx in your instrument. You don't even need to be
connected to your instrument to do important organizational work with your SysEx.

This mode allows you to do all of the editing you want 

However, there are times when it makes sense for Midi Quest to act as though it is a view into your
instrument's memory.

What is Synchronized editing mode?

Synchronized editing mode is a special mode that an Instrument Editor can enter (on a per Instrument
basis). When Midi Quest is "synchronized" with an instrument, the state of the SysEx, as viewed in
Midi Quest, is considered to be the same as in the instrument. So, Midi Quest essentially gives you a
direct view into your instrument's memory.

When a Set is "synchronized" with the MIDI hardware, the way in which Midi Quest interacts with the
instrument changes. Once synchronized, Midi Quest does what is necessary to maintain
synchronization. Any time the contents of a bank entry changes in the Set, that entry is immediately
sent to the instrument so that the instrument and Midi Quest remain synchronized.

For Midi Quest to synchronize with an instrument, it must believe that the SysEx stored within the
Instrument Editor in Midi Quest and the same SysEx in the instrument are identical. Typically this can
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only happen in one of two ways. either all of the SysEx comprising an "Instrument" in Midi Quest is
loaded from the MIDI device by Midi Quest or the entire Instrument SysEx is send from Midi Quest to the
MIDI device. At those two times, the Instrument Editor become "synchronized" (if synchronization is
possible for the instrument). 

To be clear, other than ensuring that the option is turned on in Preferences, taking advantage of
Synchronized mode requires no work on your part. Midi Quest handles all of the tracking in the
background and enters this mode when it is appropriate based on each individual instrument.

Operational differences between virtual and synchronized modes

Following are some of the differences in behavior between virtual and synchronized operating modes.
This is not necessary a complete list and behavior may change on a per instrument basis depending on
that instrument's operational requirements.

Changing the contents of any bank entry as a result of copying, pasting, or swapping patches; in virtual
mode there is no automatic communication with the instrument. In synchronized mode, modified bank
entries are transmitted to the instrument.

When a bank's memory location is being edited and Store or Store In are chosen to save the contents of
the editor back to a memory location, that memory location on the instrument is updated as well. In
virtual mode, there is no instrument updating.

Copying patches into a synchronized bank automatically updates the instrument as well. In virtual mode,
there is no instrument updating.

The Details and Technical Stuff

Synchronized editing mode is an optional mode in Midi Quest. By default, it is enabled however it can be
turned off in Preferences.

Conceptually, synchronization deals only with SysEx that is considered "permanent" in the instrument.
This will typically be the instrument's RAM banks and Global or Setup SysEx. Synchronization does not
include an instrument's edit buffers (which Midi Quest essentially takes over in any case).

Within Midi Quest there are strict rules as to what is necessary for it to be synchronized to an
instrument. One of these rules is that the MIDI device must be able to transfer patches individually at the
bank level. If an instrument can't do this, then even if the SysEx on the instrument and the SysEx in Midi
Quest are identical, Midi Quest will not consider itself to be synchronized with the instrument. This
means that many of the oldest MIDI devices can not be synchronized because a bank can only be
transferred as an entire bank. This means that all of Yamaha's DX and TX series instruments and
currently all of Korg's instruments up to the OASYS can't be synchronized (along with many other older,
less well known devices).

While synchronization is typically reached with a full upload or download of SysEx, it is possible to
reach synchronization in other ways but custom programming is required. In the case of the Korg
Kronos, Korg and Sound Quest implemented special code allowing Midi Quest to track and verify that its
bank's contents are identical to those of the Kronos without having to actually load the banks. This
system minimizes the amount of SysEx transfer and time required for the Kronos to become
synchronized with Midi Quest and is largely automatic.
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You will note in the description above for synchronized mode, Midi Quest "considers" itself to have
identical settings to the instrument. The statement is qualified  since you could easily walk over to the
instrument and make changes there that Midi Quest knows nothing about. Once Midi Quest is
synchronized to an instrument, all editing must be performed in Midi Quest in order to properly maintain
synchronization.
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9.3 Drag and Drop

 Drag and Drop (Instrument Editor)  

 

Midi Quest supports drag and drop within the views of the the Instrument Editor and to the Collection and
Library. This allows SysEx to easily be moved between the various elements of Midi Quest with relative
ease.

In general, drag and drop work as follows. Tap an item or select multiple items to move. Then tap again
one one of the selected items and maintain finger contact with the iPad. Begin moving your finger
towards the destination or place you would like to move the selected items to. As you move your finger,
an image will appear underneath showing a red or green set of arrows

 

If the arrows display red, your finger is currently over a locations where you should not release. If you the
arrows are green, you can release and drop the items in that location.

Move your finger to destination and release. Midi Quest will move the selected SysEx to the new
location.

The following chart will cover the possible sources and destinations for drag and drop. The source is
listed in bold with possible destinations below in italic

Instrument Editor Component List
Collection - the bank or patch is added to the Collection
Library - a patch is added to the Library, a bank is divided into individual patches and each patch is
added to the library
Patch Zone - the patch or bank is submitted to Sound Quest for inclusion in the Patch Zone

Patch Editor
Collection - the patch is added to the Collection
Library - the patch is added to the Library
Patch Zone - the patch is submitted to Sound Quest for inclusion in the Patch Zone
Instrument Editor Component List - if release occurs over a component with compatible SysEx, the
source patch is copied into that component. note: in most cases, dropping in the component list will not
in successful. The exception is when there are multiple destinations of the same type. This will usually
be Roland equipment which usually as individual sound patches for each part in a performance. 

Bank Editor
Collection - if all patches are selected, the bank is added as bank; if one or more patches are selected,
the patches are added individually
Library - all selected patches are added individually to the Library
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Patch Zone - all selected patches are submitted to Sound Quest for inclusion in the Patch Zone
Instrument Editor Component List - if one patch is selected in the bank and that patch is released over a
compatible component, the patch is copied into that component.

9.4 Get SysEx from Instrument

 Get SysEx From Instrument (Instrument Editor) 
  

Purpose:

Get SysEx From Instrument loads SysEx for the currently selected component directly from the
instrument.

This feature allows elements of the Instrument editor to be overwritten with the current contents of the
instrument. You can use this function if you have made changes to a portion of your instrument's
memory and want to update the Set to match it.

Note: any SysEx loaded from the instrument will replace the same type of SysEx in the Instrument
Editor. This operation can not be undone.

Directions:

To load SysEx from an instrument to the Instrument Editor:
1. Select the type of SysEx in the Set to load
2. Select the Get button or Set/Get <SysEx> From <Instrument>
3. The program will load SysEx from the instrument directly into the Instrument Editor
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9.5 Transmit SysEx

 Transmitting SysEx (Instrument Editor)  

 

Purpose:

Click once on the Put button to send the selected component in the Instrument Editor to the instrument.

Directions:

To send SysEx in the Instrument Editor to the instrument:
1. Select the SysEx to send
2. Select `Put' button or 
3. Two finger tap and choose Transmit from the Instrument Editor menu
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9.6 The Instrument Editor Menu

9.6.1 Transmit All SysEx

 Transmit All SysEx (Instrument Editor)  

 

Purpose:

Transmit All Instrument SysEx sends each component in the Instrument Editor to the instrument. In
most cases, this completely reconfigures your instrument. Only SysEx components which are currently
active are sent to the instrument.

Use Transmit All SysEx when you begin using a different Instrument Editor for the same physical
instrument and would like update the instrument's memory the . This makes it easy to switch between
completely different instrument configurations.

Directions:

To send all of the SysEx stored in an Instrument to your hardware:
1. Open the appropriate instrument editor from the Studio
2. Two finger tap on the Instrument column to display the pop-up menu
3. Choose Transmit All SysEx
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9.6.2 Copy

 Copy (Instrument Editor)   

Purpose:

Copy duplicates the selected SysEx and places the copy in the Instrument Clipboard. The SysEx can
then be pasted into a different Instrument editor.

Note: Before adding the SysEx to the Instrument Clipboard, the program deletes any SysEx currently
stored there.

Directions:

To Copy SysEx and place it in the Instrument clipboard:
1. Select the SysEx to copy from the Instrument's component list
2. Two finger tap to display the pop-up menu
3. Choose Copy
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9.6.3 Copy SysEx As Text

 Copy SysEx As Text (Instrument Editor)  

 

Purpose:

Copy SysEx as Text copies the SysEx for the currently selected component to the clipboard in text
format.

This allows you to paste the SysEx into any application which displays and edits SysEx in a text format
such as Sonar and Performer.

Directions:

To copy to the clipboard as text:
1. Select the component from the component list in the left column
2. Two finger tap to display the pop-up menu
3. Choose Copy SysEx as Text
4. The selected SysEx is copied to the clipboard as text
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9.6.4 Paste

 Paste (Instrument Editor)   

Purpose:

Paste copies the SysEx in the Instrument Editor Clipboard into the active Instrument.

Before SysEx can be pasted into an Instrument, compatible SysEx from the current editor or another
editor must be copied to the Instrument clipboard. Once in the clipboard, the SysEx can be pasted into
the current Instrument.

The primary use for Copy/Paste is to move SysEx between Instruments.

Note: if you copy SysEx from one Instrument and then attempt to paste it into a different Instrument with
incompatible SysEx, it will be ignored.

Directions:

To paste the contents of the Instrument Clipboard into an Instrument:
1. Select and copy SysEx from a compatible Instrument
2. Open the editor for the Instrument to paste the SysEx into
3. Two finger tap to display the pop-up menu
4. Choose Paste
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9.6.5 Fast Tips

 Fast Tips (Instrument Editor)   

Purpose:

Fast Tips opens the Fast Tips Help for the Instrument. This menu option opens the same information file
as the button on the Studio view button bar. It contains setup and configuration information along with
any other important technical notes for operating Midi Quest with the instrument hardware.

For most instrument modules Fast Tips information is stored in .rtf format and occasionally in .pdf
format. In order to display the Fast Tips, you will need to have an app installed that is capable of opening
and displaying these files. If you don't currently have a compatible app, Sound Quest recommends
installing Adobe's Acrobat. It is capable of displaying files in both .pdf and .doc formats and can be
downloaded for free from Apple's App Store.

For those instrument modules which use it, Fast Tips includes information on the Custom Value which
usually controls how Midi Quest performs SysEx transfers with an instrument. For those instruments
which require it, the Custom Value is critical to the operation of Midi Quest.

For more information on the Fast Tips file.

Directions:

To open the Fast Tips for an Instrument:
1. Tap on the menu button (down triangle) on the Instrument button bar or
2. Two finger tap on the component list to display the pop-up menu
3. Choose Fast Tips
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9.6.6 Set Custom Value...

 Set Custom Value... (Instrument Editor)  

 

Purpose:

Set Custom Value is used to set a parameter in the driver which controls

The Custom Value parameter is implemented as infrequently as possible and is used mostly frequently
with older instruments. The parameter is usually used to control which memory location a patch is
loaded from and transmitted to. This is necessary when the instrument doesn't have edit buffers and it is
necessary to use a memory location in order to perform editing and auditioning operations. This
parameter allows a memory location to be specified because these operations must be destructive. 

This is not the only function that the Custom Value is used for but it is the most frequent one.

When the "Set Custom Value" option is displayed in the Instrument's pop-up menu, it is important to
view the Fast Tips for information on what function the Custom Value is performing so you can assign the
value appropriately. In the Fast Tips, the Custom Value will be referenced as either "Custom Value" or
"Patch #".

An example of an instrument using the Custom Value is the Kawai K1 series. The K1 doesn't have an
edit buffer for either the Patch or Multi data so when editing, it is necessary to specify a memory location
for use. When both the Patch and Multi components are selected, the "Set Custom Value" menu option
is displayed to select the desired memory location.

An example of where the Custom Value isn't used for memory storage and retrieval is the Roland D-
series. For these instruments, it possible to audition Tones (a D-10 sound) to as many as 14 different
locations. In this case, the Custom Value is used to select which location a Tone is auditioned to. This
capability is particularly important for the GR-50 where the hardware acts as both stand-alone synth as
well as a guitar synth.

Directions:

To assign the Custom Value for given component of the Instrument editor:

1. Select the component in the component column

2. Tap on the menu button in the Instrument button bar or

3. Two finger tap in the component column to display the pop-up menu

4. Choose Set Custom Value

5. A pop-up menu will appear listing the possible values for the Custom Value

6. Select the value to assign
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9.6.7 Export as syx...

 Export as syx...  (Instrument Editor)  

 

Purpose:

The Instrument Editor can save any of its component's SysEx to a .syx file which can then be exported
to another application in the iPad including iCloud, Dropbox, email apps, or any other app that indicates
it is able to accept the specified file type.

The export view is displayed as follows allowing selection from multiple destinations:

This file transfer process is actually managed by IOS so the display and contents of the view may
change over time and will certainly change depending on installed apps. Tap on the the app to receive
the .syx file.

To export the SysEx in a standard MIDI file, use Export to .mid
To export the SysEx as text in a simple text file use Export to .txt
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Directions:

To export SysEx from the Instrument Editor in .syx format:
1. In the component column, select the component whose SysEx is to be exported
2. Tap the menu button in the button bar or
3. Two finger tap the component list to display the pop-up menu
4. From the pop-up menu choose Export as .syx
5. Use the controller to select the destination for the .syx file
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9.6.8 Export as mid...

 Export as mid...  (Instrument Editor)  

 

Purpose:

The Instrument Editor can save any of its component's SysEx as a Standard MIDI file (.mid) which can
then be exported to another application in the iPad including iCloud, Dropbox, email apps, or any other
app that indicates it is able to accept the specified file type.

The export view is displayed as follows allowing selection from multiple destinations:

This file transfer process is actually managed by IOS so the display and contents of the view may
change over time and will certainly change depending on installed apps. Tap on the the app to receive
the .mid file.

To export the SysEx in a MIDIX .syx file, use Export to .syx
To export the SysEx as text in a simple text file use Export to .txt

Directions:

To export SysEx from the Instrument Editor in .mid format:
1. In the component column, select the component whose SysEx is to be exported
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2. Tap the menu button in the button bar or
3. Two finger tap the component list to display the pop-up menu
4. From the pop-up menu choose Export as .syx
5. Use the controller to select the destination for the .syx file
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9.6.9 Export as txt...

 Export as txt...  (Instrument Editor)  

 

Purpose:

The Instrument Editor can save any of its component's SysEx as text in a simple txt file which can then
be exported to another application in the iPad including iCloud, Dropbox, email apps, or any other app
that indicates it is able to accept the specified file type.

The export view is displayed as follows allowing selection from multiple destinations:

This file transfer process is actually managed by IOS so the display and contents of the view may
change over time and will certainly change depending on installed apps. Tap on the the app to receive
the .txt file.

To export the SysEx in a MIDIX .syx file, use Export to .syx.
To export the SysEx in a Standard MIDI file, use Export as mid....

Directions:

To export SysEx as a text equivalent from the Instrument Editor in .txt format:
1. In the component column, select the component whose SysEx is to be exported
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2. Tap the menu button in the button bar or
3. Two finger tap the component list to display the pop-up menu
4. From the pop-up menu choose Export as .syx
5. Use the controller to select the destination for the .syx file
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10 The Bank Editor

 Bank Editor    

The Bank Window is used to load and organize a Bank of Patches. The size of a Bank is determined by
the architecture of the instrument. For example, the Korg M1 has 99 Patches in a bank so the bank size
is 99.

Bank Editing

The primary purpose of the Bank is to provide a selection of tools you can use to keep your Patches
organized. Use the Copy, Paste, and Swap functions to move Patches within a Bank or to a different
Bank. 

Creating Custom Banks

It's easy to create custom Banks by creating a new instrument in the Studio then copying and pasting
patches from existing banks into the Bank Editor of the new instrument. Alternately, copy all of the
required patches from various banks into the Collection or Library. After doing so, go to the bank editor
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for the new bank and copy the patches in to make a new custom bank

Patch Editing

For most instruments, each Bank Editor has an associated Patch Editor. Double tapping on a patch in a
bank will audition that patch, transfer the patch to the instrument, copy the patch into the appropriate
Patch Editor and display that editor. All editing takes place within the editor itself. When editing is
completed, use the Patch Editor Store In option to manually store the edited patch to a new location. At
any time, use the Patch Editor Store option to manually store the edited patch to its original location.
When a different patch from a bank is selected for editing, the "auto store" option in Preferences
determines what happens to the patch currently in the editor. When set off, the current patch is
overwritten with the new patch and any unsaved edits are lost. If auto save is set on, the current patch is
automatically saved back to its original location overwriting the original patch before the new patch is
copied into the editor.

reminder: for the purposes of this manual, "patch" is a generic term referring to the stored SysEx. The
SysEx may actually store a patch, voice, multi, performance, combi, rhythm, global, system, patch
change table, or any one of the many other types of SysEx information that can be obtained from
instruments.

Patch Randomization

Along with organizing Patches within a Bank, the Bank Window provides excellent tools for creating new
Patches. Begin by selecting two or more Patches and then choose one of the five different Randomize
functions. The program will proceed to make useful new Patches for you. No editing knowledge
necessary! Have a look at the functions: Mix, Mix All, Blend, Morph, and Gen4.

Patch Auditioning

In most Banks, it's easy to audition different Patches stored in a Bank. Just click on a Patch and the
program will send it to the instrument and audition it. There's no need to go to the synthesizer to audition
Patches. If you have problems auditioning, make sure the MIDI Channel, SysEx Channel, and MIDI Ports
are set correctly for the instrument in the Studio.

When auditioning bank patches in a Set window, there is a second, enhanced audition option available.
Hold down the CTRL key and click the mouse on the Patch to audition. In this case, Midi Quest sends
the selected Patch to the edit buffer, as well as all child SysEx required for the patch to sound correctly.
Please note that this type of auditioning will only work if the child banks have individually writable
elements, that is, specific individual Patches can be sent to a bank without having to send the entire
bank. In addition, while a standard audition is usually non-destructive (only the edit buffer is affected and
not the banks - for instruments without edit buffers, all auditioning is destructive and is usually noted in
the Fast Tips), a parent/child audition is destructive because child elements must be written into the
banks.

Note 1: While many instruments use essentially the same types of SysEx, the manufacturer's of these
instruments insist on calling the SysEx by different names. For example, a tonal source for an
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instrument might be called a sound, voice, patch, tone, preset, etc. Regardless of the name, the SysEx
still defines a tonal source. As a result of these inconsistencies and lack of industry standard, Sound
Quest will refer to an entry in a Bank Window as a "Patch" even if the SysEx you are viewing is called
something else by the manufacturer.

Note 2: Additionally, on most newer instruments there is a multi-timbral setup SysEx structure where
the different tonal sources are assigned to different MIDI channels. This structure, depending on the
manufacturer, may be called a performance, multi, combi, global, section and so on. Regardless of the
name, it still performs the function of creating a multi-timbral setup. In the few instances where it is
necessary to distinguish between a "Patch" as the tonal source and a multi-timbral setup, the help file
refers to the multi-timbral setup as a "Multi Patch".

Parent/Child Relationships

Many instruments have a hierarchical organization. That is, there is a basic sound definition called a
patch and if the instrument is capable of playing two or more different sounds at a time then there is an
additional type of SysEx called a Performance or Combination which selects the patches that are to be
played.

In most cases, when a MIDI device has this type of organization then when a Bank is being edited within
a Set, Midi Quest provides Parent/Child relationship support. What this means is Midi Quest keeps track
of the relationship between the Performances and Patches. If you move patches around in a Patch Bank,
Midi Quest will automatically update the Performance Bank so that each Performance continues to
correctly reference its Patches. 

For example, if Performance 1 uses patches 3, 6, 8, 10, and 25 and you modify the Patch Bank so that
Patch 25 is moved to location 36 and Patch 6 is moved to location 55, if you look at Performance 1 you
will see that it now references patches 3, 55, 8, 10, and 36. This is very important because it means that
you can rearrange your patches and not have to check and update all of your Performance SysEx to
ensure that the correct patches are being referenced.

An additional feature of Parent/Child Relationships is that when you move a Performance from one Set to
another Set, Midi Quest will find the Patches used by the Performance and move them from the Patch
Bank in the source Set to the Patch Bank in the destination Set.

For more information on Parent/Child relationships, please click here.

Patch Selection

Bank editors support the standard extended selection options for editing, arranging, and organizing
banks. 

A single tap on the name of an unselected Patch - clears all currently selected Patches and selects/
auditions the selected patch.

A single tap on an area where there is no Patch - clears all currently selected Patches.

To toggle the selection state of any patch, tap on the Patch's number display.

To select a contiguous group of patches, touch the gray area around the patch chunks and drag your
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finger around the patches to select.

Bank Edit Menu and Button Bar

The Bank menu contains a collection functions with which to organize your instrument's Banks of
Patches. These functions are all contained in the Bank Edit menu. The Bank Edit menu is accessed by
two finger tapping in the Bank Editor. 

Unlike Macintosh and Windows menus, options which are not available at the time of the two finger tap
are not displayed instead of being displayed disabled. This will cause the options in the menu to change
based on the current state of the app. For example, a "Copy" option will not be displayed if nothing is
selected or a Paste option will not be displayed if there is nothing on the clipboard.

Drag and Drop

One or more patches in a bank can be dragged and dropped to the following destinations: Collection and
Library. Select the patches to copy to the Collection or library then tap on one of the selected items,
drag over the destination view and release your finger. The selected patches will be copied to the
destination.

The entire bank can be copied to the Collection or Library by two finger tapping in the editor to display
the pop-up menu, choose "Select All" from the bank, and drag and drop the entire bank into the Library
or Collection.

A single patch can be copied from the bank into another component of the instrument editor. Tap on a
patch in the editor, drag over the instrument component list and release. If the release is over a
compatible component, the patch is copied directly to that location. If the component is incompatible or
the release is over empty space then the patch is copied to the compatible component.

For more information on Drag and Drop click here.
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10.1 Undo

 Undo (Bank Editor)    

Purpose:

Each time the bank is edited, be it using cut, copy, paste, patch edit, and so on,  Midi Quest makes a
backup of the current state of the bank so that the change can be undone. There are an infinite number
of undo levels (limited by memory). To undo the change, two finger tap to display the bank edit menu and
choose the Undo option. From the pop-up list, select the edit point to undo to. It is possible to undo all
the way back to the original unedited bank.

note: Due to the extensive memory consumption of this function, undo requires an iPad with a minimum
of 4GB of RAM memory. For iPads with a smaller memory configuration, this function will not be
displayed as an option.

Directions:

To undo the last change:

(1) Two finger tap in the bank editor to display the pop-up menu
(2) Choose Undo
(3) From the edit list, select the edit point to undo to
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10.2 Copy

 Copy (Bank Editor)    

Purpose:

Copy places a copy of the Bank's selected patches in the Bank's clipboard. Once in the clipboard, the
patches can be pasted to different locations in the same bank or in a different bank.

The Copy function is used in conjunction with Paste and Swap. It is necessary to first copy the Patches
before they can be pasted or swapped with other Patches. For examples, see the Bank/Paste function.

For most instruments with a hierarchical organization, Midi Quest will maintain parent/child relationships.
This means that if you are working with two M1 Sets and you move a Combination from one bank to
another, Midi Quest will automatically move the associated Patches for those combinations as well. See
Parent/child for more information.

Directions:

To Copy one or more Patches:

(1) Select the Patch(es) to copy
(2) Press the Copy button in the Bank Editor button bar or
(3) Two finger tap in the bank editor to display the pop-up menu and choose Copy

Note 1: when pasting or swapping source Patches to or with other Banks, the source Bank must remain
open in Midi Quest.
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10.3 Paste

 Paste (Bank Editor)    

Purpose:

Paste works in combination with Copy. Paste takes the Patches you have copied to the Bank clipboard
and pastes them into the locations currently selected in the active bank.

Paste is the primary method of moving one or more Patches to a new location within the same Bank or
to different Banks of the same type. Reorganize Banks of Patches you already have. It's easy to replace
those questionable Patches with new ones or your old favorites.

After creating a new Bank from the Studio Window, use the Paste function to create new Banks by
copying Patches from a selection of different Banks and pasting them into a new Bank.

Directions:

To Paste Patches:
1. Copy the Patch(es) you wish to paste
2. Select the destination location(s) for the Patches
3. Tap the Paste button in the Bank Editor button bar or
4. Two finger tap in the bank editor to display the pop-up menu and choose Paste

Example:

To paste Patches 1 - 4 over 9 - 12 in the same Bank
1. Select Patches 1 - 4.
2. Choose Copy
3. Select Patches 9 - 12
4. Two finger tap in the bank editor to display the pop-up menu
5. Choose Paste
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Before the copy and paste:
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After the copy and paste:
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10.4 Swap

 Swap (Bank Editor)    

Purpose:

Swap is used to swap Patches in a Bank. Swap can also swap Patches between two banks.

The program allows you to select any number of Patches which are then "copied". After copying, select
the Patches that are to be swapped with the "copied" Patches. The same number of Patches should be
selected for swapping as were selected for copying. otherwise, the program will stop swapping when it
runs out of either "copied" or selected Patches.

Directions:

To Swap multiple Patches:
1. Select one or more Patches to swap
2. Two finger tap in the bank editor to display the pop-up menu
3. Choose Copy
4. Select the Patches to swap with the copied Patches
5. The number of copied Patches should equal the number of Patches now selected for swapping
6. Two finger tap in the bank editor to display the pop-up menu
7. Choose Swap

Example:

eg. To swap Patches 1 - 4 with 9 - 12
1. Select Patches 1 - 4.
2. Two finger tap in the bank editor to display the pop-up menu
3. Choose Copy
4. Select Patches 8 - 12
5. Two finger tap in the bank editor to display the pop-up menu
6. Choose Swap

Before swapping:
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After swapping: Patches 1-4 have been swapped with 9-12
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10.5 Clear

 Clear (Bank Editor)    

Purpose:

Clear sets all parameter values for each selected Patch to zero. Use this function to clear Patches from
a Bank. If you clear the unwanted Patches, you will find it much easier in the future to determine where
new Patches can be added since the name will be blank.

Directions:
1. Select the Patch(es) to clear
2. Two finger tap in the bank editor to display the pop-up menu
3. Choose Clear
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10.6 Select All

 Select All (Bank Editor)   

Purpose:

Select All selects all of the Patches in a Bank for further processing. An example would be to copy all of
the Patches from one Bank to another.

Directions:

To select all of the Patches in a Bank:
1. Two finger tap in the bank editor to display the pop-up menu
2. Choose Select All
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10.7 Restore

 Restore (Bank Editor)   

Purpose:

Restore returns the selected Patches to their pre-edited state.

This feature completely undoes all edits performed on one or more selected Patches in a Bank. This
includes any changes in Patch organization or individual Patch edits in a Editor. The Bank Window
accomplishes this by storing a copy of the Bank SysEx when the Bank Window is first opened. When
Restore is chosen, Midi Quest replaces the currently selected Patches with those from the backup
Bank.

Directions:

To return the selected Patches to their pre-edited state:
1. Select the Patch(es) you wish to restore
2. Two finger tap in the bank editor to display the pop-up menu
3. Choose Restore
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10.8 Rename

 Rename (Bank Editor)   

Purpose:

Rename displays a dialog to rename a Patch in a Bank without opening an Editor.

You may wish to rename Patches this way when:
1. Only the name of the Patch needs to be changed, its faster this way
2. There is no Editor for the SysEx, so this is the only way to change the name
3. The name is not an element of the Editor so again, this is the only way to change the name

The last option applies only to some older instruments where Patch names were not included as an
element of the Patch itself. In such cases, the program will create space so that names can be assigned
and stored. Remember that these names cannot be sent back to the instrument. The instrument does
not know how to store them.

Directions:

To name a Patch in a Bank:
1. Select one or more Patches you wish to name.
2. Choose the Name button or
3. Two finger tap in the bank editor to display the pop-up menu and choose Rename...
4. Use the displayed Patch Name Dialog to enter a new name
5. Press the OK button
6. If more than one patch was selected, the dialog will appear for each patch until each has been

renamed. If audition is enabled, the patch will be auditioned before the name appears for editing.
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10.9 Mixing and Blending

 Mixing and Blending (Bank Editor)  

 

  

Purpose:

There are five different ways to create new Patches in the Bank Window: Mix, Mix All, Blend, Gen4, and
Morph. The three discussed here are Mix, Mix All, and Blend. In each case, an entirely new Bank of
Patches is created from the selected Patches. You can quickly try out these new Patches in your music
by auditioning them. You don't need to know a thing about programming your instrument.

The following is an explanation of how the Mix, Mix All and Blend functions work:

Mix creates a new Bank of Patches by randomly picking parameters from two selected Patches. When
this option is selected, a dialog is displayed to allow the selection of a bias. 

If the bar is fully left, the odds will be very high that each parameter will be selected from the left patch, if
fully right the results will be biased towards the right patch, and in the center there will be a equal
probability of a parameter value being selected from either of the two patches.

Mix All creates a new Bank of Patches by randomly picking parameters from all selected Patches. The
probability of the parameter coming from each of the selected Patches is equal. Therefore, if 2 Patches
are selected, the chance is 50% that the parameter value will come from either Patch. If four Patches are
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selected, there is a 25% chance that the parameter will be selected from each Patch, and so on. Each
new patch is a random combination of the selected Patches.

Blend works exactly the same as Mix except that it combines larger chunks of SysEx from each Patch
thus maintaining more of their overall aural characteristics.

Each of these functions is intended to create new sounds. As a result, these options are only active in
bank editors for components which are tagged as sound generators.

Directions:

To Mix or Blend Patches:
1. Tap on a Patch name to select it
2. Tap on the number of a second patch to add it to the selection
3. Tap Mix on the Bank Editor button bar or
4. Two finger tap in the bank editor to display the pop-up menu and choose Mix
5. Midi Quest will create new patches by mixing the two selected patches

To Blend Patches:
6. Tap on a Patch name to select it
7. Tap on the number of a second patch to add it to the selection
8. Tap Blend on the Bank Editor button bar or
9. Two finger tap in the bank editor to display the pop-up menu and choose Blend
10.Midi Quest will create new patches by blending the two selected patches

To Mix All Patches
1. Select two or more Patches
2. Choose the Mix button or 
3. Two finger tap in the bank editor to display the pop-up menu
4. Select Mix All to Mix the Patches
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Example:

To `Mix' or `Blend' Patches 7 and 12
Tap the Patch 7 name
Tap the Patch 12 number

Tap the Mix or Blend buttons on the button bar, or
Two finger tap in the bank editor to display the pop-up menu and choose Mix or Blend
If Mix was selected, use the slider to set the ratio between the two patches
The results would be the two following Banks, a Mix Bank and a Blend Bank
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To Mix All' Patches:
Use extended select (tap on the patch number of each patch) to choose all the Patches you wish
to mix
Tap the Mix All button or 
Two finger tap in the bank editor to display the pop-up menu and choose Mix All
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`Mix All' randomly picks parameters from ALL selected Patches

Post Randomization

Once all of the new patches have been created the Patch Audition dialog appears as displayed in the
previous three images. Use this dialog to try out the newly created patches and save the ones you like to
the Collection or the Library.
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10.10 Morph

 Morph (Bank Editor)    

Purpose:

To Morph, choose any two Patches in a Bank and select "Morph". The result is a Bank of new Patches
which incrementally transpose from the first Patch through to the second Patch. This function is ideal if
you are trying to find a sound that is somewhere between two given Patches. After the Bank is created.
Click on the various Patches to audition them.

The best results for this algorithm are obtained when the instrument's sound engine is based on an
algorithm instead of samples. For example, extremely good results are obtained for Yamaha FM based
synthesizers particularly when both patches use the same operator algorithm.

note: This function is intended to create new sounds. As a result, this option is only active in bank
editors for components which are tagged as sound generators.

Technical Note: in the case of some sound Patches, there are certain parameters where it does not
make sense to "morph" the values. In these cases, the program sets the first half of the Patches to the
value selected in the first Patch and the second half of the parameters set to the second half. An
example of this situation would be the operator selector in Yamaha's 4-op and 6-op instruments. It does
not make sense for this parameter to be morphed. In fact, any parameter which is modal (selects
different states rather than selecting an amount for a particular property does not morph. In addition,
patch names do not morph. 

Directions:

To morph from one Patch to another:

1. Tap on the name of first Patch to select it and clear all other selections
2. Tap on the number of the second Patch to select it
3. Tap Morph on the Bank Editor button bar or 
4. Two finger tap in the bank editor to display the pop-up menu and choose Morph

Example:

The following example shows the result of choosing two Patches
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and then selecting the Morph function.
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Post Randomization

Once all of the new patches have been created the Patch Audition dialog appears. Use this dialog to try
out the newly created patches and save the ones you like to the collection or the library.
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10.11 Gen 4

 Gen4 (Bank Editor)    

Purpose:

Gen4 opens the Patch Generator 4 Dialog. It is used to create a Bank of new Patches by mixing the
parameters of four selected Patches. The percentage of each Patch is determined by the location of
each of your mouse clicks.

This function is intended to create new sounds. As a result, this option is only active in bank editors for
components which are tagged as sound generators.

Directions:

To open the Gen4 Dialog:
1. Tap the grey background to clear all selections
2. Tap on the numbers of four Patches from the Bank to select all of them
3. Tap 'Gen4' on the Bank Editor button bar or 
4. Two finger tap in the bank editor to display the pop-up menu and choose Gen 4...
5. Use the Generator 4 dialog to create a Bank of new Patches

The Generator 4 Dialog
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Purpose:

The Generator 4 dialog allows four Patches to be mixed together to create a Bank of new Patches. Two
Patch names are displayed at the ends of both the X and Y axes. Each click of the mouse in the grid
area will create a new Patch. The parameters of the new Patch are determined by the location of each of
your mouse clicks. As the mouse is clicked closer to a particular Patch, more of that Patch is included
in the newly created Patch. With each click, a black dot is placed in the grid to indicate that a Patch
was created for that position.

An entire Bank of new Patches can be created in one of two ways. For instance, First, by the tap of your
finger. If the Bank has 32 Patches, the grid can be tapped 32 separate times to create 32 new Patches.
Secondly, tap in the grid, drag and release. New Patches are then created as your finger is dragged
within the grid. In each case, it is possible to automatically finish creating the Bank at any time by
checking Complete Bank on next click and clicking once in the grid.

New Patches can be created in one of two ways. The method of creation can be changed at any time. If
the Mix button is selected, the program randomly gets a parameter value directly from one of the four
Patches based on the location of the mouse click in the grid. In this way the new Patch will only contain
parameter values drawn from the four source Patches. If the Blend button is selected, the program takes
the parameter values from each of the four Patches and combines them to create a new value based on
the location of the mouse click. This new value may not be the same as any of the source values.

For example, assume the attack time of the amplitude envelope is 85, 65, 80, and 84 for each of the four
Patches. If Mix is selected, the new Patch will have either 85, 65, 80, or 84 as it's amplitude. If Blend is
selected and equal percentages of the four Patches are requested, the program will create the new value
as follows: (0.25x85) + (0.25x65) + (0.25x80) + (0.25x84) = 78. The amplitude of the new Patch would be
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78.

The following are some examples of where to click in the grid to create various combinations of the four
Patches:

to create a Patch which is 25% Piano 1, 25% Clavi, 25% Harpsi Box, and 25% Choir, click in the
very center of the grid.
to create a Patch which is 50% Piano 1, 25% HarpsiBox, and 25% Choir, click the mouse at the
very top of the Y-axis.
To create Patches which are mostly Piano1 and Choir, click the mouse in the upper. right quadrant
of the grid.

Post Gen 4

Once all of the new patches have been created the Patch Audition dialog appears. Use this dialog to try
out the newly created patches and save the ones you like to the collection or the library.

Example

The following Bank was created by Gen4ing the following Patches: Piano1, Choir, Clavi, and HarpsiBox.
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10.12 Rotate

 Rotate (Bank Editor)    

Purpose:

Rotate shifts a range of selected Patches either up or down one location in the Bank. In this way, space
for a new Patch may be created in the middle of a Bank without the subsequent order of Patches in the
Bank being changed.

Note: All Patches from the first through last selected Patch are rotated. This includes any unselected
Patches located in between the first and last Patch.

Directions:

To rotate Patches:
1. Select a continuous RANGE of Patches
2. Two finger tap in the bank editor to display the pop-up menu
3. Choose either Rotate Range Up, or Rotate Range Down

Example:

To make room for a new Patch in location 4 by rotating Patches 4 - 32 down 1:
1. Click the mouse on Patch 4
2. Hold the mouse button down and drag the mouse to Patch 32
3. Release the mouse button
4. Two finger tap in the bank editor to display the pop-up menu
5. Choose Rotate Range Down

Before rotating down:
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After rotating:
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10.13 Sort

 Sort (Bank Editor)    

Purpose:

Sort All sorts all of the Patches in a Bank in alphabetically ascending order.

Warning: for instruments maintaining parent/child relationships, use Sort with care. If a bank of child
patches is sorted, the relationships with the parent patches is correctly maintained during the sort
process. However, if you choose to undo the sort, the undo doesn't restore the parent patches to their
previous state and proper linking is broken.

Directions:
1. Two finger tap in the bank editor to display the pop-up menu
2. Choose Sort by Name
3. The Bank Window will sort the Bank's contents and redisplay them

Before the sort:

After the sort:
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10.14 Transmit

 Transmit (Bank Editor)   

Purpose:

Transmit sends the entire bank from Midi Quest to the instrument regardless of which.patches are
currently selected.

Directions:

To transmit the entire bank to the instrument:

1. Two finger tap in the bank editor to display the pop-up menu and choose Transmit

2. Midi Quest will transmit the entire bank

To transmit the entire bank to the instrument using the Put button:

1. Ensure no patches in the bank are selected

2. Tap the Put button on the Bank Editor button bar

3. Midi Quest will transmit the entire bank to the instrument
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10.15 Transmit selected elements in Bank

 Transmit selected elements in Bank (Bank Editor) 
  

Purpose:

Transmit selected elements of a bank.

This option only appears in the Bank editor's pop-up menu when the instrument is capable of sending
individual elements of the bank. (Conversely, if the instrument can only receive and send the bank as a
whole single dump, this option will not appear)

This option allows elements of the bank to be transmitted to the instrument without having to send the
entire bank. This makes it faster and easier to update one or two edited patches and not retransmit the
remaining SysEx which is unchanged.

Directions:

To transmit selected elements of a bank to the instrument:

1. Use extended selection to choose the patches in the bank to transmit

2. Tap the Put button on the Bank Editor button bar or 

3. Two finger tap in the bank editor to display the pop-up menu and choose Transmit Selected elements
in Bank

4. Midi Quest will transmit the selected patches

warning: not all instruments are capable of receiving individual patches into a bank and can only receive
the bank as a whole. For step 2 above, if the bank does not support the transmission of individual
patches in a bank, the Put button will still be enabled but it will transmit the entire bank instead of just
the selected patches.
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10.16 Get Bank from Instrument

 Get <SysEx> from <Instrument> (Bank Editor) 
  

Purpose:

The behavior of this option will vary depending on the instrument and there are two basic types of
instruments.

For instruments where it is possible to load patches individually into a bank, if one or more items in the
bank are selected, the menu item will read Get "SysEx type" from "instrument name" and selecting it
will load that SysEx.

  

Directions:

To get SysEx from a MIDI device and store it in a window:
1. Activate the window to receive the SysEx
2. Choose MIDI/<Get SysEx> from <Instrument>
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10.17 Bank Patch Audition Dlg

 Patch Audition Dialog (Bank Editor)  

 

This dialog is used to display the bank of patches created by any of Midi Quest's patch creation
functions: Mix, Mix All, Blend, Morph, and Gen 4.

After Midi Quest has created the new patches, they are displayed in the Patch Audition dialog. In the
dialog, each Patch can be auditioned to determine whether you want to keep it or not.

Patches that you like can be permanently saved in six ways:

1. Tap "Store Selected in Collection" to store the currently selected patch to the Collection.

2. Tap "Store Selected in Library" to store the currently selected patch to the device specific Library.

3. Tap "Store All In Collection" to store the entire bank in the Collection.

4. Tap "Store All in Library" to store the entire bank of patches to the device specific Library.

5. Tap "Store All as Bank in Collection" to store all of the patches as a new bank in the Collection.

6. Tap "Store All as New Module in Studio" to store all of the new patches in a new instrument editor in
the Studio.

Both the Collection and Library are accessed from the Resources view.

When the Patch Audition dialog is closed, all of the newly created patches are cleared from memory so
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any patch not saved to the Collection or Library is gone forever.
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11 The Patch Editor

 Patch Editor    

About the Patch Editor

Editors are the core of Midi Quest's parameter editing capabilities. The editors allow you to change the
values of individual parameters contained within the Patch SysEx such as volume levels, panning,
envelopes, etc. Each Editor is custom designed to match the architecture of the instrument. An M1
Editor will look significantly different from the Dave Smith Evolver Editor shown above. Editors allow you
to radically change or tweak sounds, design new multi-timbral configurations, Performances, or Combis,
set up drums, modify an instrument's System Setup, or change just about any instrument parameter
accessible via SysEx.

For information on editing the parameters in an editor, please see: Editing Parameters
For information on auditioning the Patch, please see Setting the RMB MIDI Channel
For information on viewing Patch names in Combi/Multi Editors, see: Viewing Patch Names

A Patch in an Editor can be dragged and dropped between the Editor and other views in Midi Quest. For
more information, click here.

What does this manual mean by the term "patch"?

This is just a reminder that in this manual "patch" is a generic term for any SysEx being edited. This
reason is that each manufacturer uses a different set of terms to describe their equipment. Roland
frequently uses the terms "Tone", "Performance", and "Rhythm" extensively as well as others. Yamaha
frequently uses "Voice" and "Multi". Korg uses "Program", "Combi", "Wavesequence", and "Set List".
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Waldorf uses "Sound". Other common terms are global, system, drums, wave, patch change tables, and
many, many others. For the purposes of this manual when discussing editors, "patch" is meant to refer
to the type of SysEx being edited, regardless of what it is.

The Editor Menu

The Editor contains functions to assist in editing your instrument's Patches and other SysEx. These
functions are all contained in the Editor menu. The Editor menu is accessed by two finger tapping in the
Editor window.

Unlike Macintosh and Windows menus, options which are not available at the time of the two finger tap
are not displayed instead of being displayed disabled. This will cause the options in the menu to change
based on the current state of the app. For example, a "Copy" option will not be displayed if nothing is
selected or a Paste option will not be displayed if there is nothing on the clipboard.
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11.1 Editing and Selecting Parameters

 Editing and Selecting Parameters (Patch Editor) 
  

The most important attribute of an Editor is, of course, its editing capabilities. Editors utilize a number of
different methods of editing or changing the value of parameters. These methods are: `Grab and Drag',
right click editing, and double clicking on a parameter. There are also specific methods for editing
graphic envelopes and Patch names. Each of these methods is described below.

The first step is to choose the parameter you wish to edit. Just point your mouse over the parameter and
click on it. The chosen parameter is framed in red.

Grab and Drag Editing

'Grab and Drag' editing is probably the most common method of editing a parameter. By clicking on the
parameter and dragging the mouse, any value in the parameter's range can be chosen.

To edit a parameter with `Grab and Drag' editing:
1. Decide which parameter to edit
2. Touch the parameter and hold your finger on the iPad surface.
3. Drag your finger up/down to increase/decrease the value of the parameter
4. When the desired value has been assigned, take your finger off the iPad surface

Editing can also be configured in Preferences so that a left/right drag changes the parameter's value
instead of up/down.

Grab and Drag Editing for the Knob Control

Knobs utilize an alternative grab and drag editing option: rotary. In this case, the knob follows the finger
position in a rotary fashion.  Parameter values are set absolutely instead of being edited relative to the
current value.

Two Finger or Double Tap Editing

Two finger or double tap editing can be used with numeric and string list parameters. Two finger or double
tapping on a number or string list value will display a pop-up listing all of the possible values for the
parameter. Tap on the desired value to select it.
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This pop-up was displayed by double tapping on Modulator Source 1 in the Evolver Patch editor. The size
and layout of the pop-up will vary depending on a number of parameters including the number of items to
display, the current scaling of the editor, and the amount of available space to display in.

There is one exception to this general statement and this applies to double tapping on a parameter which
references a patch in a different editor. An example of this would be Combi/Multi/Performance editors
where the purpose of the editor is to determine which sound patches are selected. In this case, double
tapping on the name of a patch will actually open that patch in its editor. To assign a different patch
perform a two finger tap on the parameter and select the new patch from the pop-up list.

Single Tap Editing

In the graphic above you will notice that each of the string displays has a down triangle in the far right of
the display. For any control displaying a graphic in this area, it is an indicator that tapping the graphic
will display a pop-up selector to set a new value. Not all text controls will have a graphic of this type, but
for those that do, tapping the graphic will display an alternate view to select a new value.

For string lists, the display is identical to what is described for double tapping or two finger tapping on a
parameter. For controls that display a reference to another patch, the display allows for the selection of a
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different patch.

For numeric display parameters, the icon is usually a small left pointer. Tap on this to display a pop-up
listing all possible values to select from

For toggle controls and buttons such as the one pictured above, the simply tapping the control will
change its state to the alternate value.

Controls which specify a pitch will often display a small keyboard graphic. Tap the keyboard icon or
double tap on the control to display a larger pop-up allowing a new note number to be selected from a
virtual keyboard

For controls which display a square on the right side are call "Step" controls. Each tap on the control
advances the value by one step. In most cases, these controls have one two values so they operate like
toggle controls containing text. In some cases, however, the control can take on three or four different
states.

The Envelope Control

Each editable envelope point will be indicated with a selection marker. While most envelope points can
be edited in both the horizontal and vertical directions, Depending on the instrument's envelope hardware,
some of the envelope points may only move in the horizontal or the vertical direction.

Double tap on the envelope to display a larger control for easier, more accurate editing.

The Patch Name Control

To edit a Patch name:
1. Tap in the space used to display the current patch name
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2. A dialog is displayed with the existing patch name
3. Type in the new name and
4. Press <RETURN>. You MUST press <RETURN> or the OK button to enter the new name into the

SysEx.

The Range Control

The range control (lower of the 3 controls) is a rarely used control which is ideal for editing range
information such as related low note and high note values.It is probably best used in conjunction with
additional controls as displayed above.

The control enables editing in three ways. Tap and drag left/right at the lower edge to edit just the lower
value. Tap and drag left/right at the upper edge to edit just the upper value. Tap and drag left/right in the
middle of the blue bar to simultaneously edit both the upper and lower values and maintain the difference
between the two values.
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The Spatial Control

This control was created specifically to graphically edit the Wavestation's Mix envelope. It has also been
used in the Kronos and Sequential Prophet VS editors. Each point can be placed anywhere in the two
dimensional grid. To edit any point, tap and drag it to a new location.

The Step Control

The step control is most frequently used with step sequencers but can be found in any situation where
there are a large number of identical parameters to edit and it makes sense to edit them as a unit. Tap
and drag up/down to edit a single value or drag left right to edit all of the parameter values as one time.

Other Control Types 

There are a range of other control types used in Midi Quest that are used either infrequently or were
custom designed for a particular editor. An example of an editor which uses custom controls is the Korg
Kronos. In these cases, the operation of the control is usually similar enough to other controls in Midi
Quest that there should be no issues determining how it is used. If there is a question about a particular
control,
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11.2 Viewing Patch Names in a Multi/Combi/Performance Editor

 Viewing Patch Names in a Multi/Combi/Performance
Editor (Patch Editor)    

In multitimbral instruments, one of the main functions is to select each of the sound patches that will be
used when the instrument is creating multiple sounds.

As highlighted above, the display of patches is handled by a string list. That is, a list of strings where
each string is the name of a patch in the instrument. Tapping on the triangle to the right of the name will
produce a pop-up which should list all of the available patches. If some or most of the patch names are
blank instead, here are a list of causes and remedies.

1. Midi Quest gets the names of patches from the patch banks in the instrument. If the patch banks
haven't been loaded from the instrument, there is no way for Midi Quest to correctly display the names.
To correct this, load the patch banks and the names will appear.

2. ROM bank patch names aren't displayed and instead are displayed as INT 0, INT 1, and so on. For
most instruments, ROM patch names are hard coded into the editor so that they are always displayed.
However, there are a few instrument modules where this is not the case. If ROM patch names aren't
displayed, create a new instrument using a configuration that includes the ROM banks. Ensure that all
banks are loaded and the patch names should now be included.

3. With all patch banks loaded, there are still some references to patches use INT 0, INT 1, and so on.
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Over the years there have been some instruments which were released using many different memory
configurations. A good example of this would be Emu's Proteus 1/2/3 series. Over the years, instruments
were release with as many as 8 banks and as few as 1. In this case, Midi Quest has been programmed
to support the hardware with the greatest number of banks. If your hardware has a smaller number of
banks you can optionally create an instrument with additional banks so that the pop-up display is
cleaner. Obviously you will never be able to send patches to these banks because they don't actually
exist on the instrument.

Editing Patches from a Multi Editor

Patch selection controls do operate differently from other string list controls. For these controls, double
tapping on the control actually opens the selected patch in a patch editor. For example, double tapping
on the patch "Shimmer" in Part 2 above will cause Midi Quest to copy the Shimmer patch from the patch
bank to the patch editor and then Midi Quest will display the editor.

The provides a very fast and easy way to tweak complex Multi patch setups.
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11.3 Setting the Audition MIDI Channel in a Multi

 Setting the Audition MIDI Channel in a Multi (Patch
Editor)    

This feature applies only to Multi/Combi style Editors. Its purpose is to assign the correct MIDI channel
to the virtual keyboard found in the Status view and make it easier for you to audition chosen sounds.

For most editors, all activity occurs on a single MIDI channel which is globally assigned to the editor
module from the Settings dialog accessed from the Studio Button bar. If required, the channel can be
changed from this location.

With most Multi style editors, one of the major purposes of the editor is to select different Patches for
different MIDI channels. In order to provide reasonable auditioning capabilities, it is necessary to be able
to change the MIDI channel used for auditioning.

In cases where the Editor displays assignable MIDI channels, selecting or editing one of those MIDI
channels will automatically set the keyboard to the selected channel. This makes auditioning the sound
assigned to that channel much easier than going to the Settings Dialog to change the channel. If the
editor has 16 parts with each part permanently assigned to a specific MIDI channel, clicking on the part
number will automatically set the keyboard to that channel. If you are using the built in MIDI Thru/
mapping functionality, you need to audition at least one note for the MIDI Thru functions to pick up the
new MIDI channel
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11.4 The Block Copy Button

 The Block Copy Button (Patch Editor)  

 

The Block Copy button (pictured above) is found only in the Midi Quest enhanced version. This button
gives you access to the features offered by Midi Quest's Block Copy capabilities.

To further discuss the Block Copy button's capabilities, we will use the Korg M1 Combi editor pictured
below.

You can see that there are 8 block copy buttons, one for each of the eight parts at the bottom of each
channel strip. In circumstances where you want to copy the settings from one part to one or more other
parts during the initial programming of a patch, Block copy can accomplish this for you more quickly and
effectively than doing it manually. Typically block copy buttons are found in two circumstances, a
particular editor may repeat SysEx (eg. any multi-timbral synth's setup page for each part) in addition,
Logical blocks of SysEx may be assigned (for example, an effect) so that templates or default
configurations of your favorite setups may be saved for quick access in the future.

Clicking on the button in timbre 1 will display a pop-up menu like this:
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It is easy to see that the settings for Timbre 1 can be copied to any of Timbres 2 through 8 as well as the
clipboard.

Remember that every MIDI device is different so the opportunities to make use of the Block Copy feature
vary greatly. Some editors are able to make extensive use of it. Others will have no block copy options.
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11.5 Patch Editor Menu

11.5.1 Undo

 Undo (Patch Editor)    

Purpose:

Each time the patch is edited, be it editing a parameter or using cut, copy, paste, patch edit, and so on,
Midi Quest automatically makes a backup of the current state of the patch so that you can undo the
change. There are an infinite number of undo levels (limited by memory). To undo the last edit, select
the Undo from the pop-up menu. It is possible to undo all the way back to the original unedited patch.

note 1: there will not be an Undo option until at least one edit is made

note 2: Due to the extensive memory consumption of this function, undo requires an iPad with a
minimum of 2GB of RAM memory. For iPads with a smaller memory configuration, this function will not
be displayed as an option.

Directions:

To undo the most recent edit:

1. Two finger tap in the editor to display the pop-up menu
2. Choose Undo
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11.5.2 Undo History

 Undo History (Patch Editor)   

Purpose:

Each time the patch is edited, be it editing a parameter or using cut, copy, paste, patch edit, and so on,
the program automatically makes a backup of the current state of the patch so that you can undo the
change. There are an infinite number of undo levels (limited by computer memory). 

note: there will not be an Undo History option until at least one edit is made

Directions:

To return to a particular edit:
1. Two finger tap in the editor to display the pop-up menu
2. Choose Undo History
3. Select the desired edit point to return to from the list of edits
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11.5.3 Store

 Store (Patch Editor)    

Purpose:

This option is used to store an edited Patch back to its original location in a bank.

Double clicking on a Patch in a Bank opens the Patch in the appropriate parameter editor in the Set so it
can be edited. While editing the Patch, no changes are made to the bank. When editing is complete, to
store the edited Patch back to the same location in the Bank, choose Store. Alternately, choose Store
In to store the edited Patch in a different location and keep the original.

note: This option is only displayed if the patch being edited came from a bank.

Directions:

To save the current edited state of a Patch back to its original location in a bank,

1. Two finger tap in the editor to display the pop-up menu
2. Choose Store

See Also: Store In
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11.5.4 Store In

 Store In (Patch Editor)   

Purpose:

This option is used to store the Patch in a specific location in a compatible bank or to the Collection or
the Library.

Double clicking on a Patch in a Bank opens the Patch in the appropriate parameter editor in the Set so it
can be edited. While editing the Patch, no changes are made to the bank. At any time, the current
edited state of the Patch can be saved to a location in a compatible bank by right clicking on an open
space in the editor to display the pop-up context menu. Choose Store In... from the menu and use the
displayed dialog to select a bank (where there are multiple banks) and a memory location to store the
Patch.

Directions:

To save the Patch to a bank:

1. Two finger tap in the editor to display the pop-up menu
2. Choose Store In...
3. Use the Store In dialog to select a location to store the Patch
4. Click Store to Destination to store the Patch
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The Store In Dialog

The Store In dialog is used to select a location to store the Patch currently being edited. The Patch can
be added to the Collection or Library in the Resources view or stored in one of the instrument's banks.

Tap "Add To Collection" to add the Patch to the Collection

Tap "Add To Library" to add the Patch to the Library

Destination Bank

If there is more than one bank in the Set which is capable of storing the Patch, the Destination bank list
is visible with a list of banks where the patch can be stored. Tap to select the bank to store the Patch in.

Destination Location

Once a destination bank has been selected (if available), select the location in that bank to store the
Patch.

Store To Destination

Press this button to store the Patch to the bank.

See Also: Store
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11.5.5 Compare

 Compare (Patch Editor)   

Purpose:

Compare allows you to contrast the current version of the patch with the patch as it sounded when it was
first opened in the editor.

Directions:

To compare the patch now with the patch as it originally sounded,
1. Two finger tap in the editor to display the pop-up menu
1. Choose Compare
2. A dialog is displayed indicating that the original patch has been sent to the instrument
3. Audition the original patch
4. When you are finished with the original patch, press the OK button in the dialog
5. The edited patch is sent to the instrument and you can continue editing
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11.5.6 Randomize

 Randomize (Patch Editor)   

Purpose:

Randomize randomizes each currently displayed parameter in the editor within their given range.

Directions:

To randomize the displayed parameters of the patch to create a new sound:

1. Two finger tap on the editor to display the pop-up menu
2. Choose Randomize
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11.5.7 Init

 Init (Patch Editor)    

Purpose:

Assigns the selected parameter's values to their default values.

The default value is the value that the parameter is set to when a new patch is created. This function
provides a fast way to set a parameter to its default value.

Directions:

To initialize parameter values:
1. Select the parameter to initialize
2. Two finger tap in the editor to display the pop-up menu
3. Choose Init to initialize the parameter
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11.5.8 Restore

 Restore (Patch Editor)   

Purpose:

Restore returns the selected parameter to it's original value.

After performing one or more edits, you may decide that some of the edited parameters should be
restored to their original values. While it is possible to restore each edited parameter to its original value
manually using the computer keyboard, it is easier to simply select each parameter you wish to restore
and choose the restore option from the menus.

Directions:
1. Tap the parameter to restore
2. Two finger tap in the editor to display the pop-up menu
3. Choose Restore
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11.5.9 Restore Patch

 Restore Patch (Patch Editor)   

Purpose:

Restore Patch returns the Patch to it's unedited state. It is essentially an "undo" to the initial state of the
patch.

Directions:

1. Two finger tap in the editor to display the pop-up menu
2. Choose Restore Patch
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11.5.10 Transmit

 Transmit (Patch Editor)   

Purpose:

Transmit is used to transmit the patch in the Patch Editor.

Each time an Editor Window is activated, the Patch is automatically sent to the instrument. This keeps
the instrument "in sync" with the current Patch being edited. This feature allows you to edit several
Patches simultaneously without the instrument becoming confused.

Of course, if you use your instrument to make changes to your Patches without using your Editor, the
instrument and Editor will be "out of sync". To correct this, you will need to resend the SysEx from the
Editor to the instrument using Transmit.

Directions:

To send the Patch in a Editor to the instrument:
1. Two finger tap to display the pop-up menu
2. Choose Transmit
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11.5.11 Get

 Get (Patch Editor)    

Purpose:

Get requests SysEx for the editor directly from the MIDI device and loads it into the editor.

Directions:

To get a Patch from the instrument and load it directly into the editor
1. On the instrument, select the patch to load
2. Two finger tap to display the pop-up menu
3. Choose Get
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12 Resources View

 Resources View    

The Resources View, framed in red above, is an optional view found on the right side of Midi Quest which
displays one of three sub views: the Patch Zone, the Collection, and the Library.

The currently displayed sub view is selected by tapping on the tab at the bottom of the Resources view,
framed in green.

To toggle display of the Resources view, tap the the  Resources button on the Studio button bar.

If the Resources View is closed, it can also be opened by edge sliding a finger left to right from the right
edge of the screen.

If the Resources View is open, it can be closed by performing a single finger left to right swipe in the view
or by tapping the "X" in the lower right corner of the view.
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The Patch Zone view accesses Sound Quest's online Patch Zone library of SysEx. It is context sensitive
so as you move from MIDI device to MIDI device and between editors for any device, the contents of the
window will change to reflect the resources available for the type of SysEx you are working with.

The Collection is a simple SysEx storage facility which allows you to take any combination of SysEx
collected by Midi Quest and store them together in one place. The Collection can hold, for example, a
Yamaha Motif 6 Set, a Korg Kronos Set, an M1 Patch Bank, an M1 Combi Bank, 2 DX7 Voice Banks, a
D-10 system setup dump, and a Wavestation Performance all in a single file. It can, in fact, hold virtually
any combination of SysEx that you can think of.

The Library is used as a single location to store all of the patches for the currently selected instrument.
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12.1 Patch Zone

 Patch Zone (Resources View)   

The Patch Zone is displayed by opening the Resources view and tapping the Patch Zone tab at the
bottom of the view.

The Patch Zone gives you access to over 180,000 unique patches for MIDI devices supported by Midi
Quest by accessing Sound Quest's online Patch Zone library of SysEx. The Patch Zone view is context
sensitive so as you move from MIDI device to MIDI device and between editors for that device, the
contents of the window will change to reflect the patches available for the type of SysEx you are working
with.

The number of available patches vary dramatically by MIDI device. For some units there will be no
patches. For others such as Korg Kronos Programs or Yamaha DX7 Voices, there are collections of over
30,000 Programs and Voices respectively.

You can help Sound Quest to continually enlarge the Patch Zone resource by submitting your own
patches or, if you are aware of a collection of public domain patches on the internet that is not currently
part of our collection, please notify Sound Quest so that they can be included. Submitting your own
Patches to the Patch Zone is as simple as dragging and dropping them into the Patch Zone view.

iPads with 1/2MB of RAM memory are limited to a list of the first 1000 items for any given instrument.
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iPads with 1MB of RAM memory are limited to a list of the first 2000 items for any given instrument.

Display

The Patch Zone view lists a patch per line. Each patch in the list is unique, there should be no
duplicates. 

Operations

Single Tap - Tap on any Patch in the Patch Zone window and that Patch will be downloaded and
auditioned to the instrument. This behavior is identical to auditioning from a Bank or Library.

Double Tap - Double tap on any patch and it will be copied into the currently displayed editor. If a Patch
Editor is displayed, the patch is downloaded from the Patch Zone and is copied into the patch editor,
overwriting the patch currently found in the editor. If a Bank Editor is displayed, the patch is downloaded
from the Patch Zone and is copied into the first selected memory location in the bank.

Drag and Drop into the Patch Zone - to submit patches to the Patch Zone, drag and drop one or more
patches from any of Midi Quest's SysEx windows (Patch Editor, Bank Editor, or Set) and release your
finger over the Patch Zone Window. This will upload the patch(es) to a special part of the zone where
they are collected and Sound Quest manually ensures that they are unique submissions and not already
available as part of the Patch Zone. Once verified they will be included as part of the collection.

Button Bar

Refresh - rebuilds the list of Patches for the currently selected Patch type.

Technical

This collection of patches, to our knowledge, is comprised entirely of public domain SysEx that is freely
available on the internet. Anyone could build this collection of patches on their own however Sound
Quest has invested significant time and resources to collect the patches, filter them for duplicates, and
organize them.

If any items are found which are considered to be under copyright. Please notify us and we will remove
them from the Patch Zone collection.
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12.2 The Collection View

 The Collection (Resources View)  

 

The Collection is displayed by opening the Resources view and tapping the Collection tab at the bottom
of the view.

There is one Collection in Midi Quest for the iPad and its main purpose is to transfer SysEx between two
locations. It can also be used as a location to store SysEx for future use. The Collection is the only
Resource view which can store an entire bank as a single item as the Library and Patch Zone only store
individual patches. The Collection is the only Resource view which can store SysEx of different types so
it can hold a Korg Kronos Program bank, a Yamaha Motif Multi Bank, a Dave Smith Evolver patch, and
Roland D-70 Tone all in the same File. Finally, the Collection is the only Resource view which is
accessible to all bank and parameter editors.

The Collection is used to perform the following operations: 

Copy banks or individual patch SysEx from one Studio to another

Copy parent patches which reference child patches from one Studio to another while maintaining the
parent/child relationships
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Copying SysEx Between Studio Files

To use the Collection to move SysEx between Studio files follow these steps: 

Open the Resources view and display the Collection as described above

Drag and drop banks or individual patches from any combination of MIDI devices to be used in a
different Studio file into the Collection

Press the Back button to return to the Studio view

If necessary, press the  Disk button to save the current Studio

Press the  Open button to select the Studio that is to receive the SysEx

Double tap on the instrument module to open the editor

In the Collection, find the SysEx to copy into the the instrument and double tap on it

Display the instrument editor to confirm that the SysEx has been copied

Copying Patches with Children between Studio Files 

Operations

Single Tap - select the SysEx in the Collection

Double Tap - Double tap on any SysEx in the Collection. If it is compatible with the SysEx is compatible
with the current instrument, it will be copied into the editor replacing the current SysEx. It is not
necessary for the correct SysEx to be displayed at the time. To copy an M1 Patch into the M1
instrument editor, it is only necessary to have the M1 editor open. The M1 Combi editor could be
displayed at the time however, double tapping on M1 Patch SysEx in the Collection will copy the SysEx
into the editor.

Drag and Drop into the Collection - SysEx can be dragged and dropped into the Collection from patch
editors, bank editors, and the select strip of the instrument editor. When dragging and dropping from a
bank editor, if all entries are selected the entire bank is copied as a single entity. If a patch is dragged
and dropped from a bank to the Collection and that Patch is a parent, that is, it has child patches that it
references in order to create a sound, then whenever possible, Midi Quest will also copy the child
patches into the Collection as well. As discussed in Copying Patches with Children between Studio Files
above, this allows 
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Collection Button Bar

Put - Transmit the selected SysEx to the instrument

Rename - Change the name of the SysEx

Clear - Permanently removes the currently selected SysEx from the Collection

Clear All - Permanently removes all of the SysEx from the Collection
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12.2.1 Put SysEx

 Put SysEx (Collection View)   

Purpose:

Tap the Put button in the Collection view to transmit the selected SysEx to the instrument.

Directions:

To send SysEx in a Collection to the instrument:
1. Tap the SysEx in the Collection to select it
2. Tap the Put button on the Collection button bar to transmit the SysEx
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12.2.2 Rename

 Rename (Collection View)   

Purpose:

Tap the Rename button in the Collection view to change the name of the selected SysEx.

This command is only active with a single patch is selected and the name assigned to the SysEx is
editable. While the entry dialog will accept up to 255 characters, the number of characters actually
stored is determined by the SysEx itself. For example, a Yamaha DX7 or Korg M1 only has space in the
SysEx for 10 characters so only the first 10 characters are used. By comparison, a Dave Smith Poly
Evolver stores 16 characters. 

Some older instruments do not have any space assigned for the storage of a patch name in the SysEx.
For these units, Midi Quest allocates 32 characters of name space which it manages for the instrument.
In this case, the name information is not sent to the instrument when the SysEx is transmitted.

To be clear, Banks stored in the Collection can't be named and they are displayed in the Collection by
the type of SysEx being stored. For example, if a Korg M1 Program Bank is stored in the Collection, if it
is selected the Rename button is disabled and the name is always "Korg M1 Program Bank".

Directions:

To edit the name stored in the SysEx:
1. Tap the SysEx in the Collection to select it
2. Tap Rename button on the Collection button bar to display a name entry dialog
3. Enter a new name for the patch and press the OK button to store the new name in the SysEx and

dismiss the dialog
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12.2.3 Clear

 Clear (Collection View)   

Purpose:

Clear removes SysEx from the Collection. 

Warning: when SysEx is cleared from a Collection it is permanent, the SysEx can not be retrieved.

Directions:

To clear unwanted SysEx from a Collection:
1. Select the SysEx item in the Collection to clear
2. Tap the Trash button
3. Respond Yes when asked to verify the command
4. The selected SysEx is removed from the Collection
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12.2.4 Clear All

 Clear All (Collection View)   

Purpose:

Clear All removes all of the SysEx from the Collection. 

Warning: when SysEx is cleared from the Collection it is permanent, the SysEx can not be retrieved.

Directions:

To remove all of the SysEx from the Collection:
1. Select any SysEx item in the Collection to activate the Clear All button
2. Tap the Clear All button
3. Respond Yes when asked to verify the command
4. All SysEx is removed from the Collection
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12.3 The Library View

 The Library (Resources View)   

About the Library

The Library is used as a single location to store all of the patches for the currently selected instrument.

If you have a large number of Patches, the ideal place to store and organize them is in a Library. The
advantage of the Library is that it can store up to 37,000 Patches. This allows you t keep all of your
Patches in one place.

Use the Library as a source area when you are looking for Patches for a project. If all of your Patches are
kept in a Library, your Patches will be easy to find and you will be saved from having to hunt through
large numbers of Banks on disk.

Each Library can hold only one type of Patch. For example, for the M1, you will need to create a
separate library for Programs, Combis, and Global SysEx.

You cannot create a Library of Banks. For instance, you can create a Patch Library but not a Patch
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Bank Library. However, by using Drag and Drop, you can easily move all or a portion of the Patches in a
Bank into a Library. You do not need to transfer them one at a time. 
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12.3.1 Put SysEx

 Put SysEx (Library Window)   

Purpose:

One of the primary functions of the Library is to send Patches to an instrument so they can be heard.
After all, the Library will likely contain most of the Patches you have collected for your instrument.

If Audition is set on in Preferences, selecting a Patch automatically sends it to the instrument. The
Patch may then be auditioned using the program's extensive auditioning utilities.

If Options/Properties/Library Tab/Audition is set off, then the Patch can be sent to the instrument
manually by following the directions below.

Directions:

To send a Patch to the instrument manually:
1. Select the Patch to send
2. Select the 'Send' button or choose MIDI/Transmit
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12.3.2 Get SysEx

 Get (Library Window)   

Purpose:

Receive loads a Patch from an instrument directly into the Library.

In most instances, the Library will load the Patch which is currently in use by the instrument.

In some instances due to instrument limitations, you can not load the current Patch and must choose a
Patch from a specific memory location in the instrument. If you find that you are always loading the
same Patch regardless of which Patch is selected in the instrument, your instrument probably falls into
this category. In this case, you should follow these steps to load a particular Patch:

1. Select the 'Settings' button to display the Settings dialog.
2. Go to the Custom tab and assign the custom # for the type of SysEx being edited and set it to the

current patch number
3. Press the OK button to return to the Library.
4. Select the Get button

Directions:

To load a Patch directly from the instrument and append it to the Library:
1. On the instrument, select the Patch to load (if appropriate)
2. Tap Get on the Library button bar to start the process of receiving SysEx from the instrument
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12.3.3 Rename

 Rename (Library View)   

Purpose:

Tap the Rename button in the Library view to change the name of the selected SysEx.

This command is only active when the name assigned to the SysEx is editable. While the entry dialog
will accept up to 255 characters, the number of characters actually stored is determined by the SysEx
itself. For example, a Yamaha DX7 or Korg M1 only has space in the SysEx for 10 characters so only
the first 10 characters are used. By comparison, a Dave Smith Poly Evolver stores 16 characters. 

Some older instruments do not have any space assigned for the storage of a patch name in the SysEx.
For these units, Midi Quest allocates 32 characters of name space which it manages for the instrument.
In this case, the name information is not sent to the instrument when the SysEx is transmitted.

Directions:

To edit the name stored in the SysEx:
1. Tap the SysEx in the Library to select it
2. Tap Rename button on the Library button bar to display a name entry dialog
3. Enter a new name for the patch and press the OK button to store the new name in the SysEx and

dismiss the dialog
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12.3.4 Clear

 Clear (Library Window)   

Purpose:

Clear is used to remove SysEx from a Library. 

Use this function with care. Remember, the Library is intended to be a resource area where all of your
Patches are kept. Consider carefully before removing the Patch since it can not be retrieved.

Warning: when SysEx is cleared from a Library it is permanent, the files can not be retrieved.

Directions:

To clear SysEx from a Library:
1. Select the SysEx to clear
2. Tap the trash button
3. Midi Quest will verify removal of the SysEx before permanently deleting it
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12.3.5 Clear All

 Clear All (Library View)   

Purpose:

Clear All removes all of the SysEx from the Library. 

Warning: when SysEx is cleared from the Library it is permanent, the SysEx can not be retrieved.

Directions:

To remove all of the SysEx from the Library:
1. Select any SysEx item in the Library to activate the Clear All button
2. Tap the Clear All button
3. Respond Yes when asked to verify the command
4. All SysEx is removed from the Library
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13 Status View

 Status View    

The Status view, framed in red above, is an optional view found at the bottom of Midi Quest which
displays one of two sub views: the Monitor View or the Keyboard View.

The view is displayed in one of two ways. Tap the  Status view button to toggle the state of the
view. Alternately, edge swipe up from the bottom to display the Status view when it is hidden. To close
the Status view, tap the "X" in the right hand side of the view or perform a two finger downwards flick to
close the view.

When the Monitor view is displayed, tap the Keyboard button in the upper right of the view, framed in 
green, to switch to the keyboard view. When the Keyboard is displayed, tap the Monitor button in the
upper right to switch back to the Monitor view.
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13.1 Monitor View

 Monitor View    

The Monitor view displays MIDI events arriving at the MIDI IN Ports and being sent to a MIDI OUT port as
well as app status messages.

The text display is ideal for viewing the exact MIDI output of your instruments or to see the precise
messages being sent to your instrument. This can assist you in learning about MIDI messages. It is also
extremely useful while sorting out unusual problems in your MIDI system. 

MIDI events arriving at a MIDI IN port are displayed in black. MIDI events being sent to a MIDI port by
Midi Quest are displayed in red. Each time there is a port switch, an entry is made indicating the port
which is sending the MIDI event.

The monitor window is also used to display other status messages to indicate changes within the
program. For example, messages are displayed when Midi Quest senses the addition or removal of one
or more MIDI ports. These status messages are displayed in blue. 

The window is comprised of 3 columns. The first column shows the time of the event in seconds since
the program was started. In brackets beside this value is the amount of elapsed time since the previous
MIDI message. This allows you to see the amount elapsed time between SysEx messages for example
and determine the source of an overload.

The middle column displays the actual MIDI events in hexadecimal format. For standard MIDI messages,
this will be two or three bytes. For SysEx, as many rows are added as required for display.

The right column is displays an interpretation of the MIDI message on that line. For standard MIDI
messages, this includes the message type along with the MIDI channel and message values. If a SysEx
message is being displayed then the ASCII character equivalent is shown in this column.

The monitor window will also show a range internal status and error messages. This is feedback that
may be useful from a technical perspective while the software is running but does not warrant the display
of an error dialog.
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To scroll through the information in the Monitor view slide your finger up and down in the view.

All MIDI output in Midi Quest is sent from a background thread so that it doesn't interfere with your
interactions with the interface. However, for some older instruments it is necessary to slow the
transmission rate in order for the instrument to receive the SysEx. This can result in SysEx messages
being buffered so that the messages are sent after the initial request. To show when Midi Quest is
actually sending SysEx messages, a small MIDI port icon will flash beside the port name in the "MIDI
OUT Port Activity" portion of the Monitor view. This activity will be most visible when larger bulk dumps
are being sent.

 

Monitor Menu

To display the Monitor menu, two finger tap on the Monitor view. The Monitor menu contains two groups
of options.

The first three items are used to clear the contents of the view and to copy the contents of the view to the
clipboard as text. This final option allows you to copy the text information displayed in the view so that it
can be pasted into another app.

The next 9 items in the menu are filter selections. You can choose to display or not display: note off,
note on, polyphonic aftertouch, controllers, patch changes, channel aftertouch, pitch wheel, system and
real time events, and SysEx messages.
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13.2 Keyboard View

 Keyboard View    

The Keyboard view is used to send MIDI notes to the currently selected instrument module. The
keyboard is velocity sensitive so the lower the tap on  the key, the greater the velocity assigned to the
note.

This view is optional and can be displayed along the bottom of the screen.

Tap the Monitor button in the upper right corner to switch to the Monitor view.

See Status view for information on displaying the keyboard.
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14 Importing SysEx and Midi Quest Files

 Importing SysEx and Midi Quest Files  

 

Midi Quest for the iPad supports importing SysEx from standard file formats such as .syx and .mid as
well as from Windows and Mac versions of Midi Quest.

To import SysEx into Midi Quest from a file, transfer the file so that it is accessible from the iPad. This
can be via email, gmail, iCloud, DropBox or virtually any other app which is capable of exporting files to
another app in the iPad. The export process varies by app but typically involves tapping an "Export"
button which displays a pop-up listing the apps capable of receiving the selected file. If Midi Quest is
capable of importing the file, it's icon will appear in the list of available destinations

In the example below, a .syx file has been transferred to iCloud and selected. Tapping the Export button
in the upper right displays a list apps capable of receiving the file. Tap the Midi Quest icon to import the
file.

This import method applies to all of the various file types that can be imported by Midi Quest.
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Import SysEx from .SYX Files    

Import SysEx from .MID Files    

Midi Quest can extract SysEx from both .SYX and .MID files. In either case, the instrument module that
supports the SysEx to be imported must already be installed of the import will fail. 

Midi Quest performs the import by performing the following steps:

1. It analyzes each SysEx message and finds the instrument which supports that SysEx
2. If it is successful finding a module then it creates a new instrument of that type in the Studio and
copies the SysEx into that instrument.

Any additional SysEx in the file belonging to the same module will also be copied to that newly created
instrument. This design allows a single .syx or .mid file to contain multiple SysEx messages from
multiple instruments. As long as the requisite instrument modules are installed, Midi Quest will create
the appropriate instrument and import the SysEx into it.

If Midi Quest doesn't recognize a SysEx message in the file, it is ignored and the app moves on to the
next message. If Midi Quest isn't successfully importing SysEx from a file, it may fail for a number of
possible reasons including the following:

Variably sized SysEx - most SysEx is of a fixed length, however some can vary in length. Midi Quest
can't import SysEx that isn't a consistent size.

Unsupported instrument - If Midi Quest doesn't have an instrument module for the SysEx, it won't be
able to recognize or import it.

Roland SysEx - Roland has designed an extremely flexible SysEx transfer system, which Midi Quest
is typically able to import. However, its flexibility means that the same SysEx information can be
transmitted many different ways. Occasionally across firmware releases Roland changed the way the
same SysEx information is transmitted. Where we are aware of the alternates, Midi Quest supports
reading the SysEx in its multiple forms, however, we are also aware that there may be variants which
we are not aware of. For these variants, Midi Quest is not able to import the SysEx.

Import Midi Quest .SQS Files    

Midi Quest for iPad is able to import Windows and Macintosh Midi Quest Set (.SQS) files. Each Set file
is added to the current Studio in the iPad version. 

note: ensure the Set's instrument module is installed before importing the file.

Import Midi Quest .SQC Files    

Midi Quest for iPad is conditionally able to import Windows and Macintosh Midi Quest Collection (.SQC)
files. Importing a Collection file will cause the current Studio to be closed and replaced by the new
Collection. In addition, the Collection should only contain Sets. Importing a Collection containing
individual banks or patches may cause the import to fail.
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note: ensure the the instrument modules necessary to support the Sets stored in the Collection are
already installed in Midi Quest.

Import Midi Quest .SQX Files    

If you currently own Midi Quest for Macintosh or Windows, you may now be saying to yourself "I've never
seen an SQX file" and you would be correct. To Midi Quest for iPad, an SQX is any individual Midi Quest
single bank or patch file. On Windows and Macintosh these files all have their own unique extensions.
There are hundreds of them including: bnk, pat, pch, vce, bk1, FnB. For any individual bank or patch file
that is to be transferred to the iPad, first make a copy of the file and change the file's extension to .SQX.
Transfer the file to the iPad and export it to Midi Quest. 

On import, Midi Quest will find the instrument module to which the bank or patch belongs, create a new
instrument, and copy the SysEx into the new instrument. If there is no instrument module matching the
SysEx being imported, the import is canceled.

Install Midi Quest .SQZ Files    

An SQZ file is how Midi Quest instrument modules are distributed. This detail is usually unimportant as
Midi Quest has integrated facilities to download and install instrument modules directly from Sound
Quest servers. If, for some reason, Midi Quest is unable to reach the servers directly, instrument
modules had be downloaded directly using an ftp application such as Filezilla (https://filezilla-project.org)
and the following connection information:

url: ftp.soundquest.org
username: MidiQuesti12@soundquest.org
password: MidiQuesti12.Download

Run the ftp application, log into the site above and download the required instrument modules. Transfer
the files to the iPad using your favorite communications app and export the file(s) to Midi Quest. When
Midi Quest receives an .sqz file, it will automatically decompress and install the instrument module.

Install Midi Quest .SQB Files    

.SQB files are extremely rare, having only been used in Psicraft's M-Audio Venom editor. The files
contain a subset of a Midi Quest Set (.SQS) file and are imported in the same way as a Set.

mailto:MidiQuesti12@soundquest.org
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15 File Exchange with Mac and Windows Midi Quest

 File Exchange with Mac and Windows Midi Quest 
  

While Midi Quest for the iPad is more structured in its layout, it maintains full file compatibility with the
Windows and Macintosh versions and, with some care, files can easily be exchanged between the
applications. The entire Midi Quest storage area is accessible from iTunes. To access the files, connect
the iPad to a Mac or Windows computer and run iTunes. 

Once connected, click on the iPad icon on the option bar. This will display information about the iPad
with the "Summary" page displayed. Click on "Apps" (directly below "Summary") to display information
on the installed applications. On the Apps page scroll down to "Sharing", find "MidiQuesti" in the list,
and select it. There will be one or two folders listed including "SQ". "SQ" is the equivalent of the "Sound
Quest" folder in the Documents folder for Mac or Windows. 

Drag the SQ folder in your Mac or Windows file system to view the contents. There will be a single folder,
"MQi". This is equivalent to the "MidiQuest", "MidiQuestEssentials" or "MidiQuestPro" folder on a M/W
system. Inside "MQi" are the same folders and folder names which would be found on an M/W system.

Studio Files

In the SQ/MQi/Collections folder are the Studio files that have been created by tapping the Disk icon on
the Studio button bar. These are Midi Quest 12 compatible Collection files. They can be opened in Midi
Quest 12 and Midi Quest 12 Pro. In order to remain compatible with the iPad version of Midi Quest, the
Studio files can only store Sets. The addition of banks or individual patches to the Collection will cause
compatibility problems if opened again in the iPad.

In the Collections folder is a file called "Default.sqc". This is a copy of the Studio as it was configured
when Midi Quest last exited. This file is automatically loaded each time MidiQuesti is run allowing the
software to restart from a state very similar to the one when Midi Quest was closed.

The Collection File

In the SQ/MQi/Collections folder is a file called "Default_global.sqc". This is a Midi Quest 12
compatible Collection file and it holds the contents of the Collection found in the Resources view of
MidiQuesti. It can be opened and edited in Midi Quest 12 and Midi Quest 12 Pro.

In order to remain compatible with Midi Quest for iPad, this Collection can only store banks and
individual SysEx. Adding Sets to this file will make is incompatible with the iPad version.

Library Files

Similar to the M/W versions of Midi Quest, Library files are stored in the instrument specific folders and
store the patches displayed by the Libraries in the Resources view. The files can be opened and edited
in Midi Quest 12 and Midi Quest12 Pro.
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What is different from the M/W versions of Midi Quest is that these files are automatically named by the
iPad version using the unique Midi Quest ID for each SysEx driver. If the name of the file is changed, the
iPad version won't be able to find the file.

The fastest way to transfer a large patch library from M/W Midi Quest to the iPad would be to open the
library file on a Mac or Windows system, transfer patches into the library then transfer the files back to
the iPad.

The instrument folders may also contain .ini files which hold editor state information from one session to
the next. Deleting these files will not cause any issues for Midi Quest except for the information loss.
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